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2850 Fairlane Court, Placerville CA 95667 http://www.co.el-dorado.ea.us/planning 

CARSON CREEK SPECIFIC PLAN 
Sections 4.5 - CC5K 

4.5 Single Family (5,000 sq. ft. min) 

1. Permitted Uses: 

The following uses are allowed by right, without special use permit: 

Primary Uses: 
One single Family Detached dwellings per lot 

Accessory Uses: 
Renting of not more than one room 

phone: (530) 621-53551 fax: (530) 642-0508 

Home Occupations such as accountant, advisor, appraiser, architect, artist, attorney, author, 
broker dressmaker, draftsman, handicrafts, insurance photographer, therapist, musician, 
teacher and other similar occupations normally conducted by mail or telephone on the premises 
where the activities do not create a traffic problem; provided that instruction or consultation is 
not given to groups In excess of four and concerts or recitals are not held, and no display of 
goods is visible from the outside of the property, such use must not be carried on in the main 
building and be incidental to the residential use of the premises and be carried on by a resident 
of the main dwelling 

In-home daycare, maximum 6 children 

Non-commercial accessory uses and buildings, including such structures as a swimming pool, 
garage, or garden shed 

Public utilities distribution lines 

Public parks 

Churches, temples, and other places of worship 

Uses permitted with a special use permit. The following uses are permitted only after 
obtaining a special use permit from the Planning Commission: 

Schools, non-commercial playgrounds 

Public utilities buildings and structures other than distribution and transmission lines 

Real estate office on or adjacent to properties for sale or fronting a road leading directly thereto, 
for the exclusive sale of the property 

Home occupations not listed above as permitted by right or which require special consideration 
due to the proposed use of power tools or accessory buildings, or due to potential noise 
generation. Such home occupations shall not be approved unless the Planning Commission 
finds that the use will not change the residential character of the premises, and will not 
adversely affect the other uses permitted in a residential area 



Carson Creek Specific Plan 
Section 4.5 - CCSK 

Page 2 of 2 

Public buildings and public utilities buildings of a type and nature deemed compatible with the 
purposes of this zone by the Planning Director 

2. Site Development Standards 

Minimum Lot Area: 5,000 square feet 

Maximum Lot Coverage: 50% for single story 
40% for double story 

Minimum Lot Frontage: Forty five (45) feet at front setback line 

Minimum Setbacks: Front yard: Sixteen (16) feet to garage. 
Side yard : Five feet (5'). Corner lots shall have a minimum twelve 
and ½ feet (12.5) on street side. 

Maximum Height: Thirty feet (3D') or 2 stories. 

Required Parking: Two (2) spaces off street in a garage plus the equivalent of two (2) 
spaces on the driveway (tandem or side-by-side). If driveways are 
not provided, the developer must show that the equivalent of two 
(2) parking spaces per unit are available in guest parking areas or 
on the street. Recreational vehicles, boats, or commercial trucks 
shall not be parked or stored in driveway or in any exterior location 
on the lot. 

... 



El Dorado County General Plan .2013 Housing Element 

Zoning District 

tial (R2) 

~ot;;: 

Table H023 
Zoning District Setbacks 

Front 
Setback Side Setback 

5 eel1 

5 feet 

5 feet 

5 feet 

feet on all 
yards 

Rear Setback 

15 feet 

1 Si e )1ard will .; increased one foo: ·or each ado. itiona! fcot oi Hding he'g t ill excess of twency·, -we fool 
Source: El Doraa'o Coonly Zoning Ordinance {as a fencfed thro gh 2003). 

aximum 
Coverage 

axim um 
Height 

40 feel 

40 feel 

50 feel 
50 feel 

45 feet 

Table HO24 lists the off-street parking requirements for different residential uses in the county. The 
County's parking requirements are c.onsis:tent with other communities and arc not considered to 
unnecessarily burden affordable housing construction. 

Table H024 
Schedule of Off-Street Vehicle Parking Requ irements 

Use Minimum Off•Street Parking 
. . 

2 spaces, at in tandem pl~s 1 space for each additio al unit 

2 spaces, otin tandem per unit 

Apartments 

2 ormo 

Rooming ho 1 space per bedroom 

Mobie Home ome space plus one, visilor space fa e•,e 5 un1ts. 
Source: El Dorado Coon~; 'ZD · Ordinance ad ., 

Table HO25 outlines the extent of housing types allowed by zone district. Consistent with state law, El 
Dorado County is in the process of revising its Zoning Ordinance for consistency with the 2004 
General Plan. Accordingly, the number and specifications of the current zone districts may change 
with the Zoning Ordinance update . 



Carson Creek Specific Plan 

From: Steve Ferry I steve@steveferry.eom 

To: Mel Pabalinas I rommel.pabalinas@edegov.us 

Bee: steve@steveferry.com 

Hi Mel, 

Monday, Jul 19, 12:08 PM 

I stopped and spoke with you last Monday regarding the above and its Height Maximum of 30'. You indicated that 
there were other docs that over road that Height Maximum and you said you would send a copy of that document 
to me. I have not received it at this time. We also spoke about the 40' limit in the old Housing Element and 40' in 
the new Housing Element. 

Also, you mentioned a fellow in the DOT by the name of Bane I believe. You thought he could help me with the 
design defect in the parking lot at the Community Center (Resort) in Heritage. I look forward to receiving his 
contact information. 

Thank you for your help. 

Steve Ferry 

steve@steveferry...QQID 
916-468-3300 



Re: Height Limitations 

From: Steve Ferry I steve@steveferry.com Sunday, Jul 25, 1 :40 PM 

To: Rommel Pabalinas I rommel.pabalinas@edcgov.us 

Cc: Robert Peters I robert.peters@edcgov.us, Cynthia Freeland I cynthia.freeland@edcgov.us 

Hi Mel 
It is very clear in the old Housing Element and the new Housing Element that 40' applies to all structures as there 
are no other noted standards for other items such as lights and flag poles. I must believe that in the Carson Creek 
Specific Plan 30' applies to all structures also, until I receive a document telling me otherwise. I assume EDC has 
no such document. The CSD has an agreement with Lennar but Lennar is the owner/developer of the park. If the 
CSD had asked Lennar to build a 50' gorilla I am sure Lennar would have declined as they should . 

I look forward to receiving the document that allows the 50' lights. I might add the the "Illumination Engineering 
Society has standards also and I have asked them to send those standards to me. 

Steve Ferry 
steve@steveferry.com 
916-468-3300 

PS: CJ I am sending this correspondence to you to try to get you up to speed on this issue. 



Mel Pabalinas 

To: Steve Ferry 

Hi Steve-

Friday, Jui 23, 3:1 9 PM ~ ••• 

Cc: Robert 

I apologize for the delay as this week has been hectic. Based on my discussion with our deputy director, who was 

involved in coordinating this issue, our Zoning Ordinance does not have a specific height limitation on park light 

poles. And, as we discussed last week, the maximum height limitation in the Carson Creek Specific Plan (per the 

the attachment) of 30 feet is for residential structures and not the light poles. Given that the light poles are 

proposed in the park, We 1ve reached out to El Dorado Hills CSD, who would own and maintain the public Carson 

Creek park in question, to see what height standards theyive applied as part of their Park Master Plan and 

whether the County has been involved in the review of these plans to ensure consistency in application of the 

standards. We are waiting to hear back and we'll circle back for any follow-up information. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Rommel (Mel) Pabalinas, Planning Manager (Current Planning Division) 

El Dorado County Planning and Building Department 

2850 Fairlane Court, Building C 

Placerville, CA 95667 

Main Line 530-621-5355 

Direct line 530-621-5363 

Fax 530-642-0508 

WARNING: This email and any attachments may contain private, confidential, and privileged material for the sole 

use of the intended recipient. Any unauthorized review, copying, or distribution of this email (or any attachments) 

by other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 

-,sender immediately and permanently delete the original and any copies of this email and any attachments. 



Steve Ferry Monday, Aug 2, 2:52 PM ~ e .. 

> To: Mel Pabalinas 

Your previous email states "our Zoning Ordinance does not have a specific height 

limitation on the park light poles." I think the enclosed Associated Structures.pdf will 

challenge that statement. 

This Code Section 130.24.030 - Residential Zone Development Standards states that a 

Variance can be obtained in compliance with Section 130.52.070 (Variance) in Article 

5 ........ 

I would like a copy of the Variance that allowed the 50" Height Limit. I will be making a 

presentation to the BOS on 8-10 about this and would really like to have that document in 

the file. 

Thank you for your efforts .... 

Steve Ferry 

steve@steveferry.com 

916-468-3300 

@ 1 Attachment - Save All 

~~ Associated Structures.pdf 
- 318.20 KB 



., 

Sec. 130.24.030 - Residential Zone Development Standards. 

Allowed uses and associated structures shall comply with the following development 
standards in Table 130.24.030 below in this Section, in addition to any other applicable 
requirements of this Title, unless a variance is obtained in compliance with Section 130.52.070 
(Variance) in Article 5 (Planning Permit Processing) of this Title, or standards are modified 
pursuant to a Development Plan permit in compliance with Section 130.52.040 (Development 
Plan Permit) in Article 5 (Planning Permit Processing) of this Title. 

Development 
RM 3 ~ 

Attribute 2 
R1 R20K 

l 

Residential Density See G.P. Policy 
1 primary plus 2nd dwelling unit per lot 

Range 2.2.1.2 (MFR) 

Setbacks 1 : (in feet) 

Front 20 20 30 

Secondary Front 10 15 20 

Side 4· 5 5 5 10 

Rear 10 15 30 

Agricultural 
- 50 50 

Structure 
- . ·-

~ 

' Maximum Height (in ' 50 40 !'(' 40 ,;,;. 
feet) !.!\. 



Sec. 130.52.070 - Variance. 

A. Content. This Section describes the process for County consideration of requests to modify certain 

standards of this Title (Title 130, Zoning Ordinance) when, because of special circumstances applicable t 

the property, including location, shape, size, surroundings, topography, or other physical features, the 

strict application of the development standards for the zone denies the property owner rights enjoyed l 

other property owners in the vicinity and in the same zone. 

B. Applicability. A Variance may be granted to modify any development standards as set forth in this Title. 

Variance may not be used to authorize a use or activity not otherwise allowed within the zone. 

C. Approving Authority and CEQA. The Zoning Administrator shall have the review authority of original 

jurisdiction for a Variance authorization. The approval of a Variance is a discretionary project pursuant t 

CEQA. 

D. Findings Required. A Variance shall be granted by the review authority only where all of the following 

circumstances are found to apply: 

1. There are special circumstances or exceptional characteristics or conditions relating to the land, 

building, or use referred to in the application, which circumstances or conditions do not apply 

generally to land, buildings, or uses in the vicinity and the same zone; 

2. The strict application of the zoning regulations as they apply to the subject property would deprive 

the subject property of the privileges enjoyed by other property in the vicinity and the same zone 

(California Government Code Section 65906); 



3. A variance granted shall not constitute a grant of special privileges inconsistent with the limitations 

upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in which such property is situated (California 

Government Code Section 65906); and 

4. The granting of the Variance is compatible with the maps, objectives, policies, programs, and genera 

land uses specified in the General Plan and any applicable specific plan, and not detrimental to the 

public health, safety, and welfare or injurious to the neighborhood. 

E. Conditions of Approval. In approving a Variance, the review authority may impose any conditions 

deemed reasonable and necessary to ensure that the approval will comply with the findings required in 

Subsection D (Findings Required) above in this Section. 



Hi Steve-

r wanted to follow up on this email string regarding your inquiry about the 
regulation that regulates maximum height of light poles, which in this case 
involves the park located at Carson Crossing Road and the entrance into Unit 
2 of the Heritage development. Outside of the Carson Creek Specific Plan, 
the only other regulations that I am able to find that may regulate lighting is 
the Outdoor Lighting section of the Community Design Standards (see link 
below). Specifically, Section 3.5.C (Outdoor Sports and Performance 
Facilities) of the document provides the requirements for the design of a 
lighting based on a lighting plan for the facility. The regulations 
doesn't specifically identify a maximum height, but defaults on a case 
by case basis details of the lighting plan. 

https://www.edcgov.us/Government/planning/Documents/Outdoor-Lighting
Standards-adopted-12-15-2015%20fillable. pdf 

Regarding your inquiry on the SO-foot tall lights, I am not aware of any 
document that allows for this height for lights. 

Rommel (Mel) Pabalinas, Phuming Manager (Current Phumirzg Division) 
El Dorado County Planning and Building Department 
2850 Fairlane Court, Building C 
Phicerville, CA 95667 



Motion 

I move to delay this hearing until the lights have been removed 
from Heritage Park. Applicant can reapply at that time. 
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CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 

A LENNAR HOMES 55+ COMMUNITY 

July 5, 2021 

Stuart Miller, Executive Chairman 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Heritage Carson Cree k@gma i I .com 

Dear Mr. Miller and Members of the Board of Directors, 

Attached are 400 letters from El Dorado Hills Heritage Village residents, a Lennar 55+ community. We seek your 

immediate intervention to reverse the Lennar Homes of California (Sacramento region) actions that negatively 

impact our Lennar 55+ community. 

Lennar Homes of California and the El Dorado Hills Community Services District (EDHCSD) are completing the 

development of a public sports park complex in the center of our community that includes towering SO-foot 

stadium-style lights and acres of impervious concrete/asphalt. These "amenities" and extended operations into 

nighttime hours are contrary to original agreements between those two parties and inconsistent with the 

concept of a quiet and sleepy neighborhood park as disclosed to Heritage residents at the time of purchase . 
• 

Please immediately intervene on behalf of your El Dorado Hills Lennar family to halt the construction of this park 

pending issue resolution. The harmful effects of extended hours, traffic, theft, vagrancy, trespassing, and 

lighting/noise pollution threatens the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. Please note that Heritage 

residents pay significant special assessments for the park with no influence on the Lennar/EDHCSD design. We 

are also concerned about impacts on adjacent endangered species habitants. We believe Lennar Corporation 

has a responsibility to mitigate the harmful effects prior to the transfer of Parkland control to EDHCSD. Said 

action is aligned to your pledge that "at Lennar, we are committed to doing the right thing for the right reason." 

The POSTSCRIPT section of this letter expanses on the significant issues and concerns. We hope to partner with 

you on the Lennar core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" that the public park is developed in a 

manner to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. We invite you to join us here. 

Respectfully submitted on behalf of 400+ Concerned Residents, 

Rick & %av-on Br,,<Y"9ard.t(S045 Del fvlar), Roberta ChisaM(SO~~ Del fvlar), Cieor9e Steed.(302 7 Las Pa/Mas), 

Corde & A/Ma Wa9ner(3507 Ave/in), Sue WilliaW\5(~530 PriMavera), Robert Wil/iaMS(~S:L2 PriMavera) 

cc: Rick Beckwitt, Steven Gerard, Theron Gillman, Sherrill Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri McClure, 

Armando Olvera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Fred Rothman, Jeff McCall, Key Howard, Jeff Roos, Board of Supervisors El 

Dorado County-California, Board of Directors El Dorado Hills Community Services District] 



POSTSCRIPT: SUMMARIZED ISSUES AND CONCERNS 

ORIGINAL PARKLAND AGREEMENT AND INAPPROPRIATE LOCATION: 

The Parkland Dedication Agreement (herein "agreement") was signed in 2015 between Lennar Homes of 

California and the El Dorado Hills Community Services District (EDHCSD) that allowed for the construction of 

homes and the dedication of 17.4 acres for open space and parks. The subject land included two private 

recreational facilities, a community garden and, a public park. Lennar would front-end the public park 

construction. The cost of all maintenance, repairs, and operational costs was off-loaded to future residents. In 

exchange, EDHCDS returned 6.0 acres to Lennar for homesites. 

This agreement predates by several years the purchase of a single Lennar home. Future residents had no input. 

While a matter of public record, this agreement was not explicitly referenced in any promotional sales literature 

or closing documents. Prospective buyers were instructed to examine for themselves public archives from prior 

years as part of their purchase due diligence. This omission is not reasonable disclosure. 

The Heritage Carson Creek Park (the "park") is located in the center of the otherwise gated Heritage Village 

Community. In contrast to the promised pristine neighborhood park, the facility is promoted by EDHCSD as a 

competitive sports complex for the general public. Lennar sales material promotes an inviting vision: "Nestled 

behind gates in the breathtaking Sierra Nevada foothills, Heritage El Dorado Hills offers a new style of living for 
adults aged 55 and better. Picturesque homes and resort style comforts combine in complete harmony to create 

a beautiful backdrop, perfect for enjoying the best years of your life." Unfortunately, the public park's location 

and proposed after hours competitive sports operation negate the Lennar vision. 

Homes Located Adjacent to Public Park 

As outlined in the following summaries, additional issues include safety, noise, traffic, lighting, special 

assessments, and infectious disease issues. Many residents purchased their Lennar 55+ community homes to 

avoid such problems. Unfortunately, local Lennar operatives who control our HOA Board of Directors have 

turned a blind eye and suppressed meaningful discussion at official meetings. 

NOISE, PERSONAL SAFETY, TRAFFIC, VAGRANCY, INFECTIOUS DISEASE EXPOSURE, & OTHER IMPACTS 

Safety and security are of the utmost importance to an active adult community. As a general rule, public 

attractions are not constructed adjacent to active adult gated communities. To date, the El Dorado Hills 

Community Services District refuses to acknowledge any difference between this uniquely positioned public park 

from its other 27 public parks in El Dorado Hills. 

In addition to unauthorized personnel entering the community, the location of this park near the entrance could 

cause traffic hazards for the protected population when entering or exiting their community. More specifically, if 



an unauthorized person wanted to get the through the gates, they could sit within their vehicle in the parking lot 

until resident approaches and opens the gate and then follow them in or casually on foot follow a person 

through the walking gate. The risk could increase in the evening hours. 

The design is additionally flawed by unsafely locating the public parking lot 

exits where residents drive to their homes. The Heritage residents, a 

protected population, regularly walk and bike across the roads adjacent to the 

park's entrance and utilize the walking/biking trail that surrounds the Heritage 

community. Lennar or EDHCSD has not analyzed hazards associated with 

increased public traffic. The potential risk of accidents resulting in death is 

accurate given the lack of traffic controls and multiple roadway blind spots. 

The Heritage "Public" Park venue includes tennis courts, pickleball courts, 

bocce ball courts, public restrooms, drinking fountains, benches, parking lot, 

and other amenities with direct access to the walking and biking trail. Noise is 

a significant concern, especially for early morning and after-dark play. As one 

of the fastest growing sports in the country, pickle ball is a source of noise that has resulted in complaints and 

other action. No effort has been made to damper the noise levels near sensitive residential receptors, especially 

the Heritage homes located adjacent to the park. 

Many residents will likely use the park alongside an uncontrolled general population that, in many cases, will be 

younger. Given COVID-19 and other infectious disease mitigation efforts, the influx of the general public into a 

cluster of at-risk seniors, some that are immunocompromised or have significant underlying health conditions, 

concerns many within this community. The opportunity for a super-spread environment warrants a different 

level of review with, more than likely, considerably other health protocols than a typical public park. 

UNEXPECTED AND UNNECESSARY MASSIVE STADIUM LIGHTS 

A significant trigger point for residences was the previously unannounced installation of SO-foot stadium-style 

lights and the decision of EDHCSD to extend operating hours beyond dusk (a policy that violates its policy}. 

The surprise and protest of Heritage residents are documented in the leading regional newspaper, the Mountain 

Democrat: https://www.mtdemocrat.com/news/heritage-park-community-surprised-by-new-parks

illumination/attachment/heritagelights web/. The scale of the lights are seen in the picture below. The lights 

tower over the Heritage community and can be seen for miles. 

50' Tall Soccer and Baseball Field Stadium Type of Lighting at Public Park 



Interestingly, the 2015 Parkland agreement between Lennar and EDHCSD stated that only two parking lot lights 

costing $10,000 would be installed in the park. By contrast, Lennar has overseen the construction and 

installation of the massive SO-foot lights at the cost of $400,000. 

Again, it should be noted that all Heritage residents pay a significant Landscape and Lighting Assessment District 

annual fee for the repair and maintenance of the park and these unwanted and unnecessary lights. No other 

village park has lighted sports court lights. In fact, the EDHCSD Board formally voted for no lights at the Heritage 

Park during a May 2020 public meeting. They determined that it would operate dawn to dusk in a fashion 

constituent with the other neighborhood and village parks. Yet, Lennar ordered and supervised the purchase 

and installation of the stadium lights. In short, Heritage Village residents had no influence on the final design but 

still have responsibility to pay annual special assessments. EDHCSD has subsequently reversed itself and 

supports Lennar's stadium light installation. No explanation has been forthcoming. 

Residents living closest to the park easily see the lights from their windows. The negative impact of the quality of 

life and property values could be substantial. Lennar has been directly involved in every aspect. 

LENNAR MISREPRESENTATION AND NON-DISCLOSURE 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California representatives, who 

are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and comprehensive dialogue has not been 

permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not been allowed. Due to this failure to be 

forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

The issues are complicated by disclosure issues that range from gross misrepresentation reported by some 

residents to purposefully hiding facts in Lenna r's role in controlling the Homeowner Association. It is not what 

was disclosed, but what was withheld or incorrectly represented. Even Lennar's own sales materials infer the 

neighborhood park that was initially planned is unclear 

Residents who purchased their home close to the park relied on the figure on the front of Heritage Community 

sales brochure. This was underscored by "facts" represented by some sales personnel. As shown below, it 

appears to be a greenbelt type of park, with no parking lot, compatible with active adult surrounding land uses. 

' . 
" ·---.: .. :·:~~ 

Lennar Heritage Brochure 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ON LENNAR CONTROLLED WETLANDS AND ENDANGERED SPECIES 

The creation of Carson Creek Preserve was required by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) 

Stream bed Alteration Agreement (SSA), which involves the establishment of the Preserve to compensate for 

impacts to 0.53 acre of riparian habitat, 13.7 acres of floodplain habitat, and 6.63 acres of seasonal and 

temporary streams. Lennar is the current Preserve Manager until the responsibility is assumed by a land 

conservancy that manages and monitors the Preserve in perpetuity. The adjacent Heritage Park was OMITTED in 

reports prepared on behalf of Lennar Homes by Foothill Associates, an environmental consulting firm in Rocklin, 

CA, and subsequent reports from other Lennar hired firms. 

Foothill Associates identified the Preserve as being home to the Western Pond Turtle and the Burrowing Owl. 

Both are listed as Species of Special Concern by the California Dept of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). Foothill 

Associates identified Purple needlegrass, listed by CDFW as a sensitive plant, growing throughout the Preserve. 

Also identified growing throughout the Preserve are non-native annual grasses, which can provide foraging 

habitat for the golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) and the tricolored blackbird (Agelaius tricolor), both of which 

are on the endangered species list. Elderberry bushes also grow in the Preserve and are a food source for the 

Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle, a CDFW threatened species. 

our homes are located with a view of the Preserve, and we thoroughly enjoy the herons, egrets, ducks, geese, 

owls, hawks, eagles, frogs, songbirds, beavers, coyotes, bobcats, and other many inhabitants that live in the 

Preserve. We want to see the Preserve saved as it is, for us, and for future generations. 

We have been unable to find any documentation showing that Lennar Homes informed the US Corp of 

Engineers, California Fish and Wildlife, and other regulatory bodies that a 4.65-acre park, much of which is 

covered in impervious surfaces, is being constructed at this location directly adjacent to the Preserve. 

Lennar Controlled Wetland and Preserve Park 



Example of a Few Endangered Species in Lennar Controlled Preserve 

Lennar remains responsible for these sensitive wetlands. Every effort must be undertaken to prevent the loss of 

any sensitive species within the protected preserve. 

RESIDENT PROTESTS AND MEDIA COVERAGE 

In addition to the 400 letters that accompany this summary, the residents of Heritage have submitted a petition 

to EDHCSD to confine park hours more consistent with our population. In response, the Board of Directors voted 

to restrict the hour to dawn to dusk. At precisely the same time, Lennar and EDHCSD secretly ordered the 

offensive stadium lights. We were deceived by both Lennar and EDHCSD. This maneuver is documented by the 

Mountain Democrat newspaper (copy of the article is enclosed) 

The residents also employed the California ballot initiative process to place a measure before the voters to 

repeal the special assessment for the continued maintenance and operation of a park that is not complete and is 

not in operation. A majority of Heritage residents signed the petition and the measure is certified for inclusion 

on the next general election ballot. 

To date, we have refrained from engaging widespread traditional and social media in our efforts to mitigate the 

damage associated with the park. It is our hope that a solution can be reach before it becomes necessary to 

engage in a full media assault. We do not want the Lennar brand to be tarnished because of the action of local 

officials. We want to avoid adverse headlines. Our sole objective is to protect this community and its 

environment. 

A negative precedent has been established. Lennar would be hard pressed to identify another active adult 

community where a public park with these types of characteristics was knowingly developed in direct proximity 

of homes of a protected senior population. 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerjtageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex parkH that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollutlon ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of califomia 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing SS+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

v 1nv1:: r :rr ,1-tl-t: j 

Address: IOL( I,. l)r; [A \.lt,-...-,ll. OIL. /:::_O fl 

Phone number (optional): 11 l-f I 3 ~ f"" -q l-q 3 

l /1 ~I), 1 Date: __________ _ 

CA 1S71.> i-

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior ExecutiVes, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:-~-+-;_/ Lf-+l-'L----'(1--_ _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron 1. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex parkH that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communitles. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional}: __ <z_¼_~_-_t;e__.d...._,,_,/_• __ s; ___ g __ ~_z. __ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) 12. 
Print Name: __ S-=ITT~a_n~/_J) ___ o_.f. __ fi_tL ______ _ 

Address: l/ :J../ 3 San flt1 dre .s 
Phone number (optional): ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a ucompetitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optlonal): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) _ 

Print Name: 1 r(o,r1.-,.:; C. Lo~c:-z-
1 

Address: '/1..39 S.tlf/J ¥Mes A./A,K, 4.·tJt1o+do /1,//4 / CA-. 
Phone number (optional): 9/t, -• 508 -o~ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of e,ctended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your E0H Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: --=lo'---__.1 __ 4.__---=-2,c.o...--\ __ _ 
(Signature} 

Print Name: _C_a....=r~e;~/~e,, __ l:f~o,--z.e_=----\·+-'-~~n._:e...,, ______ _ 
Address: le 5 ),Lo Pr i to ti V if'o..- k½l!. 

1 
E l l)c,ra_dc µ 1 Ifs , <A 

Phone number (optional): (9 /(p) <l 3> & - 7 :J_C) 0 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heri\ageCa rsonCreek@gmaiI.com 

Members, Board of Directors and senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting, The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalfof your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquallty, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, . 

~[«~· 
Date: ___ ?_-_/_&_~--~_e___,_/ __ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollutlon ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats In the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, 1,1alue, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number {optionalG 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gcnail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Execut\ves, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetitive sports 

complex park'' that includes SO-foot stadium-stvle lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a verv quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integritv" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent WIidiife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): 

cc:Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. °Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community, Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of ''quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park Is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

I 

Date; _(-R __ /) ___ 5+-) ;}£'-=-~--=--~-{ 
I I 

Print Name: s UZClrJr}f' :Bent ({ ; 
Address: ID 550 13:irnc< UC)'["- l.Ltr1t> 
Phone number (optional); 55 Dt , -2~ 4 ' 0 (JQ.lf 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapldus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO Hlll.S HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and satetv of 55.;. senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of fuU disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately inteivene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quallty, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ___.f,...__.",.,. ______ /y---""-~ ;I __ 
Print Name: f"" c) tJ :,SIA 

Address: (?5 f3- &m;Jt'Cl'c:J- /.,:J/4e- j £/J/1 
Phone number (optional}: ---------------~ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennill" Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miamj, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet communitv setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this pubiic 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:__,_~_• - ____ /J-_-J-/__,____ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Ste\len L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 

j 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILIAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing SS+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of vour EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_? /_17_/_v_u_Y_I __ 

Address: 

Phone number{optional): ~--------------

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Herit~geCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parkn that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

t.,~7 l7,,d2--/ 
Date: ___ /_ 1 _/_ • ____ _ 

~r1!:a~~:!: /if ft/t'tlf A fl #Jc/)/ ~ 
·7a62- /)f.-M/)AIA h/1J1/'i, Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tlg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrityN to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~lkA_;~ [UJ1f 
(Signature} \... ~ d ~ 
Print Name: L> 6 R I lJ A C:) 4R t.J e '( 

Date: 

Address: I () 20 (}_ A-LLG R GA-l 6-..J 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behatf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sin~cerely) ;J 
./ 

./ 
v•7 

c../2 f"f//1,r/l _/V'l..,'- Date: ~ -- tr-- 2 ( 
{Signature) C \_ I ,., 
Print Name: ' ,Cl r 1K S::. . . o..Jl n e ;1 
Address: \ 02£> G:,__ll_e_, Qeo-L ~n 
Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
~taReCarsonCreek@grnail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style- lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats In the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure·to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ J,._~_1_1_e_/ ,.6_· _1_;:l._o_.:z./ __ _ 

{Signature) -T) • / 1 I 
Print Name: rtt.b•t E. t;;,-a_ lrz._ 

J 

Address: 

Phone number (optional}: _ .... ? ..... 1_· tJ,_-____ 9_.3_· ~----t./ ____ 7_,1/..__ _____ _ 

Cc: Stuart Mitter, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard. Theron I. H'fig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfetd, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 
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CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VIUAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritaQCarwQCreek@cmait.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Ell'.ecutives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

we are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats In the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives .. who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that vou will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _6_-_/_' ?_-_~_()_[)_/_ 

Phone number (optional}: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt. Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. «rig" Gmiam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) 
Print Name: <f" ~all.6 E /11 l.. '-

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. 'Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsoncreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 5S+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) 

Print Name: _s....c-~-~--c;.-=-_\~_Q_<.._~-----------
Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONUANE0 RESIDENTS El DORAOO HIUS HERITAGE Vft.LAGt 
A lENNARHOMlS COMMUNJTV 
HlVit;g:eCaramCree-k@gmaitc.om 

Mett1ben, Board of Oirec.tars md Seniol" Executives 
Lennar (orpo,..tion 

700 NW l07 Awnue 

Mi.lmi, Rorid~ 33172 

Dear Honor.ible Membe6 of the Board of Directon and Senior Executivei;, 

We urge VoUr -ceresS1Ve actiOfl to mitigate the tonstl'UC'tkln ¥Id operation of a -competitive lJ)Orts, 

complex p¥k" that includes SO-foot stadium-~ ighu and other -unpn,vemenh • that nq;wvelv 

impact Iii as residents. This publk Patt develope.d bv Lennar on ~If ot ii loc11t agency ii surn,unded 
by Lennar Heriu,e ~ in ii wry quiet community setting. The harmful effttti of eld:ended hours, 

traffic. theft. vqrancy, and lighting/noiH pollution ignores the heatth and ,afet, of SS+ senior reiidents. 

We are- also conu,rned abvUt the imp;Kts on the ~fflN:l ~s Nbttats in the wildlife .?fiSel"Ve 

loc~ed just a fl'W Ille? •1N.. 

ni. £OH Hffitap Ho~ Owner.. Auoci.ition is controlled by LeMar Hom!!S of Calimmia 

representati~. who are also directly involved in the public par1t'li construction. OJ;t\n and 

comc,nthensive CNlague hils not been permitted. Efforts to ~us the lack cl futt discbure have not 
l>Hn altowvd. Due to this hilure to be forthcomi"I, we must oow tum to you. 

Lennar has built a niltion.l fep&.-tation for dwelopirlc S!".• plOlected popl.dation communltie1. We .lso 
want to help protect 'fOJ'f excelient bf and narM while w• ~feguard our own homes and the 
surroundm1 community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of y()UI" EOH Lennar family. We have 

t.llth that you will honor your ;:Qf"e comp.11y v31ue_. of °'quality, value, and intli?&ritV"' to l!nwre this pYblic 
parit is de-.lel<JPed to fit within the protected popula,lon and adj Kent wildlife prt!serve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional); ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Aanse, Rick 8eck"Mtt Stben L Gerard, Theron l. "TJgN Giitlam, Shenil1 W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jefftey Sonn*nfeld, Kay 
Hov.w, Jdf Roos, Greg McGuff 



want lo "iel:i :l'otect you· excellent b•and "lame while we ~afeffJaro our own 1-ome~ ar,d ~he 
~ur•ound ng comm,.1r-ity. Please irrmcciately h~e..,·ene on behal1 cf ','Ou< EDH Le1r-ar fami•y. We have 

laitn I !'lat ~o u wil• nono, your core c.impa<1y val..1e~ o' .. quality, vah.1e, ar.d integrit~" to ens.Jre th·~ p..ibl c 

pa111 i~ aevi!loped to fit w,thin :he p 0 otecteo oopu 0a~io'l ar;d adjace'lt -.vilcHe preserve. 

Sinere~·. 

Add~ess. 

P"lone n..1mber (ootioral): __ 9!.,__½__.tP.__---"~-""~.«---~ ... _-_/__..R;"-£-1/_/.__ 

Cr StuiHt Mdcr. Amv Banse, Ri,«- Bcckwitt. Steven L Gerard. Theron I. ·'Tig" Gs11iam, Shcrri:i W. 
l•ud,on. Jon }Jffc. Sidl'c~• LJp,dus. Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Soone11fcld, Kav 
Howaro, le~f Roo~. Greg McGu't 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritagecarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Director:. and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association Is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "'quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this publlc 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

K81'11<F~ Date:_~_· f:_~-+--,i_;L_/ _ 
~~~~~~~!: K~N M <r,4R zA~t/) 
Address: / f ( tJ CA ~ L,. t 1'-/ A V"' A</ 

J 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "llg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 
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CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sint 
~✓l( 

Date: ___,__~/~i~I_Z./ __ 
I 7 

Address: 

Print Name: _€ ______ / l ___ z,,_tt--=-he~fh-· _72_· ........... it....__fh ___ i_t ---
1 o Vk facJ tico lu 

I 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, J~n Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorab\e Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association Is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of uquatity, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_[_~·....:.../ b""'"'--,~J_O..;.;:j_,,:;_/_· _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritagecarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and senior Executives, 

we urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetitive sports 

complex park'' that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of californla 

representatives, who are also dlrectly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the -

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to ftt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heritageca rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your auressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other '"improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association Is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack. of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "'Tign Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg Mc Guff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other 11improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of ful I disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family, We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Sigature) A- 0 

c' 1 . 
PrintName: !1lt1,t-K . o'1-ef{e/\ 

Address: / () 7 0 PC?cit'.;t() Yl "'le, E" I 
Phone number (optional~: 1 /6 -Sff--~'v rJ.. :l... 

Date: _G,__1/?--+~;;-~_/ __ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 

A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 

(Signa)fue} 
Print Name: (fl e\ i'.7)80:- S\,e__yc C 

Address: \o 10 Pcu::,i f(U) ( V\. :E O \+: gs 74! ;;i.. 

Phone number (optional}: q ~ ( Q - 1 ( (,.p - ? '1 S-::Z 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritaseCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex parkn that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollutlon ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, ,md integrityn to ensure this public 
park is developed to frt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _6_-_/_%'_-_d_/ __ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executi\les, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf ofa local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theh, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communitiH. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and (ntecrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ <.c:> __ j __ \7....._.),...A:> ......... l ____ _ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: _ __,\i-+'S>~t\.l----~__._-=--,_,_.TI5'Y---' ____ -____________ _ 

Address: \ b '::\a 7e ~, ~lC.6 \_~ 

Phone number (optional): ':\ \ I,., -l ':\7 ~VS;;> Y 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

ca:,.i~ ( · o.te: ~ / 11 / (7-I 

Print NamO: , ~Ot-C:{\ <;> ( 

Address: ~-~fJ...L;J--rl W ·Lft_Jt)2. 
Phone number (optional): 4?;2) a3 4 \ 8 4 ~ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt1 Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executh,es 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has buirt a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to frt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ____ ~_/i ~-/0{ __ 
I 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): --~--------------

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~~ Date,d\rl,,,<,c /f;) _)_(j:,_ / 
(Signatu --<'": ,-. . )4 r(i>rf< c 5" 
Print Name: ~ f}J,tf 6=:~ 
Address: sc; J..0 V ~ 1 E .5) H 
Phone number (optional): ( 9 I t.o) '1 S-;J~ - ~ y~ r 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

Her it a geC:a rson Cree k(r;,)gma ii. corn 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

; -- /}I - .,, a·1 I Date: ___ (t) __ ~ ___ C7"-. __ t?'-___; __ 

(Sign re) iJ 1 ,-. t J 
Print Name: t,ll.J"er, YV/ SOQ 

Address: Y]L eitn,2:i Ct. 
Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VflLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft. vagrancy> and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controHed by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive diak)gue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lade of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity"' to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ----"6~/__.1 ...... J.....,/ ...... 2:.___) __ _ 
(Signature) 

PrintName: _/c.:...::;.e,,..;..)L_.,_· _.....,Lz;;..,s;.o...ah=CL=------------
Address: I..J{,;). C.J9-mPo Cov>1.'T E.J Ooi2."-Lt;J }/.,')/~ c..A 9f:J?6;).... 

Phone number (optional): [q-3c;, ) £,./ 09 - / I 7CJ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "'Tig» Gilliam, Sherrm W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Member5 of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "'competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style tights and other "improvements11 that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of caltfomia 
representatives. who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to addn!ss the lad( of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55-t protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your eJCcellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of •quality. value, and integrity"' to ensure this publlc 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: b-/~2{ 
(Signature) G • \/ 
Print Name: e~\.~ v.J--A \ "-
Address: %2= ~b C}-1 £/ 0~ l+tlb, CR' q571::,-;i_ 

Phone number (optional): 530-55/e:S-Slb 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior becut\ves, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, • 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and li&hting/noi.se pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted, Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ t_,/_l/_.,,,,,~2--L-/ __ 
7 

(Signature) ~/ 
Print Name: --~-~-------'--/ ____ ..... fl.__._.._H~•--s_._[k-=-<l!--_r ____ _ 
Address: --=--~""'--t _1, _C_btt......,,,._..1t12---=~~-----, _e_-___ O~#, M 
Phone number (optional): __ q ___ ( -~ _f..J_J_, ....... _s ..... 5_7 ___ ,3 __ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior E:xecutives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements'' that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _.L.t;?_-_l_:.l/_-_2_1 ___ _ 
(Signature) ~ •• ..-/7 
Print Name: __ JJ"-lr_tt"_,-;-_r_M. __ rr_J!_f4'CF" _______ _ 

Address: '-/IL't c".,.,, ftl (o vd: , , 1> µ 
Phone number (optional): ---?,...._I "'-'7..,..lf....,1~'-l......,.f .... ?""ol--cJ....._ __ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerel.y,__ /1) ---,,__.....: 
{// £ 

(Signature) 

Address: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



Miilmi, Florida 33172 

011u Honorable Members of the Board ot Directors and Senior Exe~utiVes, 

We urce your aggressive ilCtion to mitipte the construction and operation of a *competitiw ~ports 

complex park" th.it includes SO-foot stadium•styl4! lights and other *lmpravemenB" that negatillllly 

im~ct us as residenu. This public Part daveloped by Lennar on behalf of a loc•l 1pncy is surrounded 

by Lennar Herltace homes in a very quiet community settin1. The harmful effects of extended hour,, 

traffic. theft. 11.,-ancy, and lightinu/noise pollution ignores the heahh •nd safety of SSt :.enior rnidents. 

We are also concemed about the ln1>acts on the endan1ered .species habitats In the wildlw preserve 

locirted just a few fut .. way. 

The EDH Heritage ~ome owners Auoditlon 15 controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatiwn, who are also directly in110lv11d In the public P•rk's t0f1struc:tion. Open and 
comprahensilte .:Sl1loeue has not been permittad. EffortS to addre:i.s tha iack of full disclosure have ncrt 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcomi111, we must now tum to you. 

ll!flnW has built a national reputation fm- developing SS+- p,otected population communities. We also 

wilnt to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes ;ind the 
su,roundina community. Pll!llil! immediately inter...ene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of '"quality, value, and inwgrity" to ensul'I! this public 

parlc is developed to fit within the protacted population and adjacent wildlife presarve. 

SillCe1'1!1y, 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Becblitt, SlevM L Ge,ard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudsol"!, Jon Jafflt Sidney Ui~dus, leri fl. McClure, Armando Oli\li!ra, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, ~Y 
Howard, Jeff RQos, Gree McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmaH.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florlda 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Her•tage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please tmmediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar famlly. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to tit within the protected population and adjacent wildilfe preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~ ' 
(Signatu e) 

Print Name: l--'--'W'4-,J~,,_._..1J1_~"'-~~=----------
Address; 

I 

cc: Stu-art, Mmer, Amy- Banse, Rick SeckWltt, Steven L. Ger-a-rd, Theron- l. "Tig" GilUam; Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive diaiogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation tor developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: 

Phone n1Jmber (optional): 
7

'it;)J'-... fd,' /p /3 3 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tign Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HerltageCarsopCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge vour aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a ''competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Himprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

./11~ n! ; / I Date: _ ..... l-.>e:..5-=vc.....· L__._y_·2..... __ I_ 

(Signature) ..-::::.,"Th-.., (..t!': {J . T. . p O 
Print Name: .// c " c- r '-- 0 1 f) /v 

Address: ]: za 3 7/ffr v;v-TZ- f L,t-C,,C 

Phonenumber(optional): {)1 (')Wt~·- 'I I 9 t7 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heritage Carson Creek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in-a very quiet communitysettfng-. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

·· representatives, who are also directiy tnvolved in the-public-park's constructien. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding tommunity. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerltageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that Includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other «improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise polfution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has bullt a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): 

Date,;~ ~;2/ 
~4-r?-uffTO /:JLrfeL_ 
530 ~/.r;- 7~2....~_ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park'' that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has bullt a national reputation for developing 5S+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _{?__,_,L ....... 1 ....... s=-+/2-z_o_Z_/ __ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

}r\n 1,1 1/ /)-a'), . / 1~ ~)"¾ Date: {c7 {J '· <--f 

(Signature) ~
1 

c: cl ~ ----------
Print Name: /Y}e( C\,l ~1'.)9/\:1Y71 

Address: 7 ( 12k , S ~:['.~ :r ' 1/L<!_ 

Phone number {optional); 9~s [ ;;;; f ~ -5 a 8' "(\ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron L "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Ncompetitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other uimprovementsn that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: -"-6.,,_/_/S_i_<-_/ __ 
7 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _9_/ 6=---=Cj_;:;.;....,;.;...3_----=-3_5---'-3_/ ____ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" GIiiiam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heritage Ca rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

-repre5entatives, who are ako directly invrnved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 
(Signature) ~ 
Print Name: /j1..1 C, /fl Re I Od ;/ lftlcd 
Address: ~400 0f}Gu~?Z) 

/ Phune number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) ~ ., A- M . 
Print Name: en, se.c& t )1s.tvv1 

Date: ----::;..:;...fl__,_,_/J~le /.__~..;:;._.~_,__{ _ 
1 I 

Address: 'J \91 ~ e\a Cc'., illrt 9V'J~2-, 
Phone number(optional): g2h ---fi2,4QB5()t.fq 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I, ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other ''improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

bv Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~-/2.JY/t~ 
(Signature) ~ ., / ~ JL/) 

1 
• 

Print Name: ~JI 'r1 <.r~ JV{ ¥,4 1 s-±--w:;.:z 
Address: _1.;;.J.1_°! ...... r_,___Si_,_'ct.~+-':1_,_rr,_..__,p~..._8..;:_Y '--_L_R....;.,..

1 
...... G--~D.l,;.,l.t!---i-9 ~ G/2_ 

Phone number (optional): __ 9 __ ~_~_-_jt_7~C_ ... _7_i_J....,3-z~=---

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrityH to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "TigH Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parl< developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preseNe. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ b-'-J._1_7_/,_~~0q____,_-___ I_ 
(Slgna ure) _j) 

Print Name: llr-t:..n.~ K · :Ahn.Mtfl(I 
Address: c?Od?l:, C~+a.lcaio. Lr,_ Et 9o~JJc ~//J C'..-9 

I I 

Phone number (optional): ___ 1/_o_,:f' __ -_h_O_o_·-_9._'/_b=--9'----

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Ex:ecutives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We a re also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildllfe preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date; _6_1/;_7 /4_z_. 0_'2._/_ 

(Signature) S I · 
Print Name: __ f_C_V_e n __ f<. ___ 5+ ____ e_t~l-'(_t11_a_//\ ___ _ 

Address: e ou Cafa. lou,c;., L,'4.He £/ i)e;ratfe ;,;.;;151 elf, </ ~76 2-. 
Phone number (optional): (L/0'7) 0 oO- 9/6 8 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill w. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos. Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a ncompetitive sports 

complex parkn that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Cc; Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VfLLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetltive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very Quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquallty, value, and intetrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit Within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _S-,_/_· _O __ ~ ___ f_·~-~-----_,Z, ___ O __ ~ ........ O_ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Membets of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parkH that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatlves, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of «quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) 

Print Name: M /rl<. 6-Af?s:T A,. BI A.DA) be 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, ~ 

(~ 

Date: 

Print Name: 4/-t"#c?~:t! i3 8 r 'Pte9AI Pc? 

Address: 57-;z..4 ? o/CLt9:r1,tea.&- (!_AI.J~Glf µ~, 8"7::>1-/- cJ'~ 7~ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name: ...__) t/.$q,rJ/C Q 

Address: 9f i Sqc~ 11:1,~ Cul'\yu" 
I 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of S5+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of «quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_l_· _( S-~---~_.__(_· 
(Signature) 
Print Name: _ _.__~...;..._-___,.;:;;a,;;....___,.__ ____ ---4f-->_..._ ___ _ 

Address: s.::._· _0--'7.____,_( __ $"~..L,.._· c-=-q'""--'--Y"'-.:........::...d _re __ c-=-) Q"'--. .;....:11,~f_d_n_-=D r 
v 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W, 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes S0~foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

Toe EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ 6_-_1_?_-_;z._l ____ _ 
(Signature) 

Print Name: _ ___..L ... 1.._fol_"2'-~-5'_i'J_Gr_A_li?._S _________ _ 

Address: SI/I'-/ ,.fy~~~ ~-
Phone number (optional}: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tign Gilllam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heritage Carso ncreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park» that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _t ...... /1_1'_· ---~-~--J.. .... J __ _ 
(Signatur J 
Print Name: · r) 12 RJ,t.y So._,,. Tlf-rf r'< 

Address: S--o 2. «" Sf L4- t:, ... r-- CA --r/o -~ Q ft.. 

Phone number (optional): rt, -- 761-J'fJZ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONaRNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Director.; and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signat ) E . A 
Date:[lu-u JZ2£!2/ 

Print Name: /t 2£,L.h<::-,1f-f? LtLre...y; 
Address: X lf-i2 ~:M:#(e_l/4{1?1_ i)r/(./e✓ 
Phone number (optional): CJ I~ S-9 7 "2." 3,?' 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "TI~ Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Aorida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a 0 competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

'want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

part< is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _ .... u""'-o_-_l_h_-.....,,)..o'----'C---"'--;z=--'-J __ 
(~i 
PrintName: /3i,11tv C,,4R-i-'2 

Address: .._, v ...... 10 ...... ~.c~---=--.. _S-:_ri_C-'-'-A--,,.A._,_"tS>_£_~_----_-=C=-,4,_A./--'J._O_A..1_·_./£._ J .J .IFL- i>t¥1.AOt> ;/Jus..J C.J£-/,,C: 

Phone number (optional): ? /6 - 57''7.- )..,G 38 

Cc: Stuart Milter, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. 7tg"' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmai I .com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) ( 

Print Name: M tlV\I s~ AA MVe,. I Lt, 
I ~ 

Address: £130 Gy0e0tmo<e Ca.vty on 

Date: & -/Z - f-/ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritagecarsonCreek.@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior E)(ecutlves, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a #competitive sports 

complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: c. _.2 S, 2o' I 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _ __.7'-----'-'-/i_'l_-·_{,,___,;LfJ,o_, ...;d;;...,oo4,oa.dL.;;;.t ___ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex parkN that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of •quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ---'l(""'--+/_t Y __ )_z_.-.,_/ __ r I 
(Signature) t1 
Print Name: ~f+_a~n ___ L __ ...... o ........ D_Y1_6 ___________ _ 

Address: ~Dzq 
Phone number (optional): ( .6 ~O ') le:$ D ·- o-0 ~ 6 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. 'Tag' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGEVIUAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _J_..,......)___,f ~,___~ _____ J _ 
(Signature) /t _ U t . (' _ · 
Print Name: (,JW~ / -~; '-l~~ 
Address: 3 0 6:f} _ ._ ,..----~ U S. 1)(' · 
Phone number (optional): 7:LAI ... 1os ... t "o2-..:r 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved ln the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

IJ:;;;_~ Date: -=&J-----'-_/_t/-----'-J-1~-
(Signature) ~ ~ ~ 
PrintName:~~ ~ 
Address: ____ v,LLg' ~L 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

-

t~~\ ~-· fr([\0-Ju\J>Q LJ Date:_lp_, _(_,_·1_./_._'?J--__ ) __ _ 
(Signature) ~cl \ __ t 
Print Name: ~ k. frnr,o...--€.J S DV\ . 
Address: <::>045 let"~ -Pa.Jvv,a:2 Dr. 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

;;t:;e) . 

Print Name: -... r« Lt / h A- 6' C4 tt fn . 
Date: 

ec 
Address: 6/, I 3 7 Ito f S/'c✓ -/1" :1 Oc;) J=, L), II 
Phonenumber(optional): ~:x:;-.S-5F-s:?.3L 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESfDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aagressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

locc1ted just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack ot full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: __ 6_--_/8_. _..,.,.,_2_0_2_/_ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: :2#J) L , h/t t.., I dJ1tr 

Address: 6C 6!5 l/prSj('l1jl: PA .F'- ']:o:.,,/- 4'1~...Qt 

Phone n•Jmber (optional): /i"/( - $3 7-7(%)2,., 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tis" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signare} __ / _ . 
Print Name: /<. e.A4t'.U;'.' L{) l ) I i A. fhS 

" 

Date: _fR ___ /;'--lJ--+-fo-~_I_ , I 

Address: k O ~ '5" +±of S p r ' '"1 ' 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tign Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando .Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerltageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements,. that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: ii I ".If; >:::4 er ~ Pe, bl', s ·:oa. . 
Phone number (optional): ( <.\i \I) :J q p · 62 ·1 c; 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rici< Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



Concerned Residents El Dorado Hills Heritage Village 
A Lennar Homes Community 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

My wife Elizabeth, and I, have been residents of Heritage EDH for 3 1/2 years. We 
were attendees at the first "public forum" regarding the park, held at our "Retreat'' 
facility within Heritage. The current plans and stage of construction for the park 
diametrically differ from what we were told at that forum. 

The current plan and configuration for the park only serve to satisfy a predominately 
younger clientele and are a disservice to the surrounding community (that had a special 
tax assessment to pay for the maintenance of the park). Not only have we ( the over 55 
community) had to pay for the maintenance, but our concerns regarding the park are 
largely if not completely ignored. 

I would hope that Lennar has "more skin in the game" than simply dollars and cents 
and a "buyer beware sales approach". 

Sincerely, 

Date: :J:>..ic l '5 .-.?o -ii 
(Signature) 

Print name: 'Ku w--r £ . '6eJ 'WY 

Address: 

Phone number: (qn.') 7'lo · b2JS' 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "Improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and llghting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _G_/_'-_'7_/_2-_( __ _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W, 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ (;_· __ \ l\-_· i_· _oL_l __ _ 
(Signa~llJ1li'~"-~ v>(l-e:J'I 
Pnnt Name: ______ __,. _____ ..J __________ _ 

Address: lo\ lo&5 L=\ot ~pn~ \)fc_ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputatfon for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of #quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ v_· ..__l 4_-·=Jo~21c:....-__ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: _f_at_\l"\_~_s_~""'---\7_' (\-1-::1---~-i,1 _____ _ 

G l(o '5 l:1¢ \ S '£) V1f'i1$ Address: 

Phone number (optional}: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONaRNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HIW HERITAGE VIUAGE 
A LENMAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerttageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other .,.rmprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Part developed by Lennar on behatf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic. theft, vagrancy, and lightin8/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quallty, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~~-km 
(~"'""'"' . ~ 
Print Name: £/I Z.O.. b e,,+h h ll\A..? 

Address: fu t4.l~ J-Jo+ 5pr ,·nss b r a Dorado 1-UI ls CA 9s 7 ~ a-. 
Phone number {optional): 9/(« c:20 4> - /'55 ~ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "TigH Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmall.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public parlc's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

- ~Ji)~ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: /vJ I <:-H-AtJ- t,.J t3' J NBC~ 
Address: '71 M Ho! J/'~1AJ6J 2K 
Phone number (optional): t' /b 3 s,t-/ - 91 7f 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior £xecuti\les, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parku that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "Improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and fighting/noise polrution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company \lalues of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park ls developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildllfe preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~~: J /fl/I N\OQ)_:(._ 

Date: bp,3 /2,1 
Address: b O <;,SJbf SP-rf Y!j s 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "lig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing ss~ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and,integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 0 /,- 7 / 2- / 
t l • 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERlTAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage hemes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives; who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 06/19/21 
(Signature) 

Print Name: Chris B. Smith 

Address: 6177 Hot Springs Drive, El Dorado Hills, CA 95762 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos .. Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

repre$entatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(~gnatur~d-£ 
Print Name: Marilia M. Smith 

Date: 06/19/21 

Address: 6~ 77 Hot Springs Drive, El Dorado Hills, CA 95762 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Hquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 

(Signature) 
Print Name: __,_.l..._;l;_f __ ' /7_,,.-,'._//_,'J/_f_. ____ f--'-1_0_0_~_<-______ _ 
Address: ~u6"5 )~(of SJJP 1111v IA fN( 

91!,:: 2~~~ -?>. ~:, "'-7(, Phone number (optional): --.f-_., _ _.o_..¥ ___ ._J-=u ____ L,...,_,,4:-:. .... -1=-----

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Pan< developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

~ 
r:J--_ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ,_Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageC2rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ ~nior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address; 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board oi Directors and Senior Executi',es, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Ncompetitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of callfomia 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

> .-· j 

(Signature) - ···· ·· . :--, 

Print Name: h/Al-n=-i: .... tSr\RNE y 
2o It _5;.,_ NT/\ --~\ 1~ 

Date:_&_·-_/_· a_-· _2-_/~--

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Herit~g~CarsonCr'"eeK@gma11:wm. 

Members, ti'.oanf of Ditect.c,r,s clfl~ Ser:iior, ExecuV.1es 
liH~~J £~,•.~:lt.;tt::;.-: •. 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

·Miami, Flonda 35171. 

We Uftl?: yoilY agres9ve act.on to :mi t\ga.te t.he constn.tdiion and ~tion of a "competitive spo11:s 

:::,".;/cr...;;,,3/<" ~:'~,:;:.·· .. ,.:; .,{!:-;;. f.:z-;:4t·tGS.3;,_~-.;:~1!. ()g_t~si•".J ::ith~1- 'ti~~:.+"",~-;1'l,et1ts." tkiit,~-eut;j\t•~IV 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in- a very quiet community setti(ig. The harmful. effects of extended hoUfS, 

We Me afscr. cor-~e1ned <1bout the im~s. ro tf1e end.m,.tt;.,("e-.,,'>t,!o,1ei~ 11.,ftiil..i:i:tS 1rr th.t:·w<k«l'.fe Ufi;;."3\:riAt · 

located just a.few feet. aw-.ry. 

1he £O:-l ~:erltag,e \-'.ome Owriers. As.so(:iation is comro-,ec; ':t'/ ;.errrti<1 .,.-urr.es. v7 :~ ·"::I'-::-,·.;:, 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dial-ague has .nat been.p:ermitted. Efforts to addr:ess the lack cl full <fi~lostire tlave not 

been .allowed . .Due to thisJal1ure to be forthcoming, we must now him to you. 

C i;>)'IJ1~':,w•,;.~;t,.~ ?t;n~?rli½,· r~~Jfm1!(WI :1'(!( f,~i~'}'fl'.!I; ·',:,~ -:,'.)Y'Ql:e:etP,•''.o ):n)f-\\J>i)\.';ffi'l :i.:O'MTtt\)<\..tteS... ~v ~ aiw 
Wi.1nt to hclp protect yot1r"-~Jentbraod ~ while we-safeguard oor·own :homes and the 
-~r"".:fh'.:,~6 ;J;)m,;,.-.i1~,.,'l:¥-' ~o~:.e ~~::a,;6 yi~~"'\1e u;' ,,,ef~'f;lf v,oor 13lJH 1..ermar:fam;iv. We }1v\f(? · 

faith tnat you wi'l'I non or your core company va1ues ot "qua'liW, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to tit w¥tl:Mn the protected ~,on and adjacent wmffite preserve. 

Sinca-e}.y, 

(Signature) 
Print Name: ·_i_'<h"-• .... ,,r....ca.,.., _,_ __ "'""-'"'---+.1.:.i..:'-'-"-,;.....,,...-'-=I,_ _______ _ 

.Address: ?v 76- .. --1..-. L q. V,\,it._ ___ 1t, 
~m- number\~liorol'): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Terf P. McClure-, Armando Olivera, J~ffrey Sonnenfeldi Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing S5+ protected populatlon communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior f)(ecutives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex pari<." that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 
\ 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

&--- Date: (p Js-/41 
(Signatwe) '12 I _ '~ A /} ' I ~ ~ k, · 
PrintName: Cd?Y'IJJVLa_ci')a..c;LO-~eucfows I 
Address: 70 l-'.;). Ju_ La. I/Lill& Vr. 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours. 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lightlng/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar famfly. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "Quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: _t/._1/%_~_~ ........ /2_&::-_1 _2_/ __ 
(Signature) '-,-... 
Print Name: _µ_(J. __ ~....,_,lt-( _____ ..V_.,____._h_U_/«"_.-_5 ____ _ 

Address: 7t?8"2 1/:>e LA Vt1--1A b12... 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of uquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ___.G.......,,,-....+-(J...,.,...(µ-+--~~/ __ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerelv, 

Date: _eo--"--I_I __ 1_! __ 4 __ . .._I ___ _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _;};) __ - _ct .... · _)......,.b ........ R;_ .... o_A._0_'-·_0 .... · -----

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. uTig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

falth that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wUdlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~ Date: DG- /S- 10 2/ 
(Signature) 

Print Name: _5_._T_.:e__,l),_E __ ·...,=--~-'..,==·-~___,_0-=--~-s---------
Address: 70Li b oe. l A. U( NA oe.. e O lt 

Phone number (optional): ·71 Y / ·3 35 - q ;l, l J-, 
' 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away, 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 

representatives, who are also dlrectly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and inteirity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

··/ J~ 
,Jdt-A--6,£.// ~~ --, 

' (Signature) <... . ~-, / 
Print Name: c2::'.'.:SD- n It I a y/0--C 

Date: _&---'-./_2,..;.._.:.3_{ 20_2_-____ \ _ 

Address: 52-.3 Ma.vfi 11 I~ C--t= 
Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc:Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERff AGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park'' that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of uquality, value, and integrityn to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Oate: _(a=---,,;'._/f........,_/_1/J__,,~/_ 
(Signature) 

PrintNa~V'7e /tho/-€.. 
.:t)7D t'!A·D/?ID h, Gb~ J_/1: '15 7(p 2--Address: 

Phone number (optionaO: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig° Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

we urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behatf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your E OH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ b_--_,_· :;i_-_:2._f __ _ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: __ Ki_.M_o_L __ P_~ _ _..;;:;6_;_R,A. ________ _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _lj ___ f {p ____ S_o_z_-_2_3_f_/ ___ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. uTlg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerltageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar.Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 
•\ / 
)v/,J;· 

-, 
.J-'>\ v-c .. 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

.t-te ritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior E><ecutives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "lmprovementsH that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar.Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of e>rtended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wltdllfe preserve. 

Sincerely, 

/ 

/ 

Date: ___ "'-_,:'_-::-,_:_<·_"_:?_·· _··_1'--_<_1
-_

7 _/_, __ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): ----------------

cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvementsN that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address ~he lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: t,/ ~~o ';)_ I 
(Signature} id 1 / 

7 

Print Name: _e_J._t_'1 ___ a_e.._t-_~_O_r/ ______ _ 

Address: 5 tJ r2 f M ~ ~ t U lfln ~ /.k/4 
Phone number (optional): __ 9_/J_-_LI, ___ 't,_(_ ...... _~_3/_,l/___,_f___ 

1 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida· 33172· 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Ncompetitive sports 

complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style Hghts and other "improvements1
' that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a TocaT agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and l\ghtlng/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the. impacts on the. endangered. species. habitats in the wildlife preserve. 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Horne Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dTalogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of fuf1 disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55-t protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name whtle we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding communlty. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to frt: within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

// ---- 1£ -- -,o -2 / 
Oat,... t...., .. L 

.c.. ( { . 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc; Stuart Mitter~ Amy Banse, Rick 8edc.wrtt, s~ L Gerard, Theron t "'r,g" Giiliam, ShemH W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park'' that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: .£0 ;lC, J)~/ /)Aa. V ]) ~, \If 
Phone number (optional): </(~ -Z,.d l-1 " 7- Ji' 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HeritageCa rson Creek@gm ail. com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements1
' that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ___ (j>.___-_l_,..,6"'--t2J __ _ 

Print Name: e c:'.> 

Address: 60 ;3 7 /11,:;g De 
Phone number (optional): K5Y-- 7 ,2J.,.-:)./.pb Z 

Cc; Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron 1. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a focal agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats ln the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

-©~IL ~ Date: ----'-b~· -_1~_--=----;)...(.....____ 
(Signature) ~ _ ,_ 
Print Name: pj., 'f.L p f3o72£1± 0 

Address: 5 0 3:Z LJl:L /11Jf:12... Df2./1.1.e: 
Phone number !optional~; ?S ?-7 :;)-)-.-'24'1,'7 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson1 Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera1 Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park1s construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(. /?. L/ Date: __ {.j _________ _ 

(Signature) J, 
Print Name: /½ 'ft-~ r( 6 6 iZf/S ~~·t/ 

0 

Address: ff-e t i ·hj& ),... e U t1 tt,~ <;;On t"' 1 tY pv P1ir/:?~ 3 Cl! 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tlg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

/(\ _ I (/ ,. 7\ ii 
Date: ______ (Q ___ O ___ ~ __ V,_ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33171 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
bv Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safesuard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

/j ~ ':))t~ri\L, ~Dat•=-~:...+--&-!2_....1/4 ____ ,z,{ __ 
(Signatur~l 

Print Name: -~-·~-"-'~--=--"\J_\}_~~[_:S)__..· -~------
Address: 

Phone number (optional): _......!) ..... lh"""'~._ .. ....;l;c...'f ___ ,~ __ -_O_J...__jl\...,·......;_ ___ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity» to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

(Signature) /_ E J_ ... -
Print Name: U.tr IL- IE 5' C: 
Address: /St./-:'{ H,4;y))1/J l)L,4-(!,~- EL) H- {!_(}- q6·'Jl;'2-,. 

) 

Phone number (optional): 'II&. ,.. 2 I :3 .- :, 51 / 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tign Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Gres McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

CJ~~ 
(Signature) f\ • ~ Q 
Print Name: 1J l'\U tu J....../ e 
Address: li::> t..f] 1-/ijlt ~ ~/(c-te.. 

Phonenumber(optional): · qi( r:;..tJ 8'J7J. 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other 11improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of Callfomia 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _/o_-_l_~_-_;2.._,f ___ _ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: ~DAN l<uc.icl-f 

Address: lS,2~ tfA)'DirJ P/.A.C,e.) EDtl 

Phone number(optional): '115/$77- q37 'j 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron l. ''lig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetitive sports 

complex parkH that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and !!afety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of ''quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name: ~I\Q :r\== W) 
Address: l ~- W--WI\ 

I 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HeritageCarsonCreek@gmaH.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of SS+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard ~ur own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 06 -1"2 - 2 o.2 / 
(Signature) D 7 ~ / 
Print Name: 'o /I/ a !cf JLJ Z / C h, 

Address: Jo __ j ?- Cll-t 1/50 ~ 
Phone number (optional): _(:;!_Lb) c2_ ,{0 - ~')- 7 ·3 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Si 
Date:-~~,-,../~,+--/~~---/ __ _ 

Address: /£.£)/.I 
Phone number (optional): ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent b,:and name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of ''quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ~//3 l2f 
• I 

Print Name: .2~ 'l< i!,WPT 
Address: :iZX-1:s i)e/ /JUr })r. 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig11 Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HJllS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovementsn that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled bv Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has bu lit a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _,_fa ___ / __ LJ __ 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): __ ,_L_f, __ --_1_'i"_7_-_l..(J_s-<c ______ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''iigu Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsoncreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: :I:!'::':: 
(Signature) 
Print Name: ___ S_c_o_-r( __ C=--H-_\_J_A_((l\.. _______ _ 

Address: .S-i bto ,})e\ t.J\o-r 3v· 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritagecarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_~_/_/ //_/_2.rL ____ )_ 
(Signature) R ~w""" , C h I (. d. h--... 
Print Name: -----'-""'-----~-----------

Address: SiJ (p/4 w /h~ /yL. 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreel<@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community, Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

bv Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: --~f .... 1_1/-0_')-'_· _1 ____ _ 
(Sign 

►r-A c KStv1 -1: e £-·f v 
Address: 

Phone number (optional): 5f0 67"{- Ol 7t 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full dlsclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding communlty. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

R ~ ~-< Date, ____ '7~/2~z~/4-+,;z.,;_ 
(Si= >7 r/ 
Print Name: £aq:J/2 Luc/9= e 
Address: .flt'~ ~J//J k P ./4:t~A-? 
Phone number {optional}: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) / /IJ . I •-
Print Name: rfi/uy r-/ J:JJr,v/-?~5 

Address: '-/o i ~ /J }1 {;.t; 

Date: _t...,,....· )_i ___ z /;_~_~/ __ _ 
7 

Phone number (optional): 9) ~ ·· 7 7 () - 9 3 O ,k.-

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): 'C?\.\\,g ~-:-\SO --~ ~o \a 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld,.Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
~ Florida 331:72 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other"improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This pubnc Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a Tocaf agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senlOt" residents. 

We are aJs.o concerned about the impacts on the endangered spe.~s. habi.tats in.the wildlife.. pr~serve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive diafogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of futt disclosure have not 

been allowed. 0ue to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing SS+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your- exceUent brand name whffe we safeguard our own homes' and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlrfe preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart ·Milter, Amy Banse, Rick ·Beckwitt,. Steven L Gerard, Theron t "Ttg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kav 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 
r' 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of uquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: Iv- J Z- 202 I 

Address: , 
Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritagecarsonCreek@gmall.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The E0H Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

0ate: _{i,......-__c.fi___.f /_'2_/ __ 

Phone number (optional}: ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tlg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerltageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your asgressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO·foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements» that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association Is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

:f :, ';l': .,. ::Pr y scl ... \ e. 
Address:.l0S7 l1iss; •II\ (J..e..r..~IIYI 

Date: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Gres McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gma ii .com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. 'tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howardf Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Himprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be fo.rthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar famlly. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and inte&rity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ____,.{p..__ ... ___ k?""--'--.---:;.Jj_, __ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClu;,,, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VlllAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the c:onstructlon and operation of a Ncompetltive sports 
complex park" that Includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nlmprovementsn that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and ilghtlng/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of tu\l disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for develop Ing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you wili honor your core company values of "qualitv, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signate) C'. 

Print Name: t)UZQ n { 1 h I Je. 
Date: f.R ·J3 .;;)_ f 

Address: 5 O(a 2 ·DR ~ :YO fk1. D C • 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "rig" Gilliam, Sherrifl W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the 8oard of Directors and senior Executives, 

We. urge your aggressive action to mitigate the. construction and OJ)e@tion of a "competitive sports 

complex parf<." that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents_ 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few-feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the tack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 

0/t-M V~TI~ 

Address: §OIi 7)~/J1ff;tl.. Pk) E/Jff 
Phone number (optional): $/CJ '7t}fS-£? '") 2 

Cc: Stuart MiUer, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gill•am, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parkn that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Himprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~e_+ i?;J4AI{~ Date, 6 -a -/)tJ,2,/ 
(Signature) h R, Ji dJ tJ 
PrintName: ~,Jr/es ~/c.,Ld"J':l ~LlS \\.., 

Address: ,s=c=' I/ J)J)?JtJN JJr r £ J'J~H · 
Phone number (optional): SI O ?O'n - 0 C::, rr-
Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'1 to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

- Date: __ l _~___,_\_,_\~\--'\t-~-'-------')..__ 
(Signature) ~ 

Print Name: __ rf\ ___ ~~--=--=----'-"'--·----\.!L ____ "'-_QQ.... _________ _ 

Address: ----::::=:.-,=-=O=-'::::\-.L.Y...;::::s__UJa._._,,...-.L\ _'{\('a.~"'-L-Y-:3:)___._.,_,_v-_-=E,~ 9 5 r teJ--
Phone number (optional): --~---=:>;;._D=--~=-"'--'=..__9_,_5-=~--

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

d~+-J-.~ .. Date: __ b_-_l _I -_2.1, __ ?-/....j._.. __ 

(Signature) -...,., + ~ 
Print Name: _Y-.,~o-~_tl!_~ __ L __ .__._ ~_<lA-::: _________ _ 

Address: ,Sp cf6 ]t.r-t--~ }Ai 11 ~ .?-/ l,),rJa 1-hll.s c.A- <I ~7' 2-
, I 

Phone number (optional): S :'1> - '-r • 7 - S-7 o 7 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
LenNr Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that indudes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "Improvements" that negatrvely 
impact us as residents. This pubfic Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet 'ilWay. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dlaloeue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Oue to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing SS+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure thfs public 
park is developed to flt within the protected population and ~jacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:~if_--_/)_---_~_U_2.2-___,__/_ 
(Signature) fl . 11 n e__ /J /_ _ r_ _ '-S 
Print Name: _14t1 ____ t.-t'. _____ Cf1(UfA ________ pe.,r __________ _ 

Address: :51)~:::, Pe{ lhar Pr ~Pd 
Phonenumber(optionat): tJ,25 ... 77 / ... 92 9 3 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tis» Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclc;>sure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Z
{Signature) 

Print Name: ::::<:::::C::-.,\ c\~0,, .e \ 

Date: __ G---,,._/ ___ f_-Z......,,._/_2-:~-'-
/ / I 

S\::,.p)<:::--.Q-l>Cvs::\; ~~ \-
Address: ~. \ S;-C'\ o...,,,.-· 'b( 1 E:. L "D-----=b 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 

--



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa(sonCreek@gmai[.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few-feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

) 
Date: _.;:;;..6-+-,/-:.l_,,.2-=-/-=..,2=-=-"-:J~l---

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 

... __ 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:-~-=----J ___ L/_-d--_-j ____ _ 

(Signature) 

Print Name: _ ..... :5---"__,l,...,(->"-' .... l t'..--=-·'--Jb__,_-':o--~-'=-.:::-.. .... 2 ________ _ 

Address: . ){) LJo ·))2 L f'vl{.R )).t(: 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Himprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to add~ss the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) .-.-J - . I ~ f 
Print Name: 1 ,a. f '-l kl 0 0 a V\ 

Address: 96 'JV J)e I VVla v- )) fZ 

Date:_(rd_p_:Z_.___,/ _&_/ __ 

Phone number (optional}: q ft, '7 / ) - 5- / -~ i: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the laclc of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of uquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes S~foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

(S~nature) :;-- ,. L_ _ 
Print Name:~\ , () ~ 
Address: ~= OeQ_ ~ Dr 
Phonenumber(optional): q \lo ~Db ]Cj~ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

u~~ ~ --
(Signature) l) ~ L + 
Print Name: [ Ck. 0 L 

Address: S o 16 T) E.-L M q Q b i~ • 

Phone number (optional): 9 l l:{ 4 9 ~ ..... 5 ~ S ;2_ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Di rec.tors and Senior Executi\1es, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO~foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this fallure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to frt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Ride. Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLA.GE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park'' that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theftt vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional}: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 
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CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community Sl!!tting. The harmful effects of ertended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildllfe preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack ot full disciosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company vafues of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

pan< ls developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ____,l,'"'--.,,,,. -=-ZJ_-~·J) __ _ 

Name: Jt;;S 
Address: 9Jlt; De{ llA a,r Vb~, 

/';_ l 1- __ an.-, -1.? 11-.. 
Phone number (optional): _ .... .:...-,.;..~--l......::"---~----?....:... _____ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Stev~n L Gerard, Theron I. "lig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmall.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mlticate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution fgnores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and inteerity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signa~) 

Print Name: 5um O ( d'l i :k 
Date: &J'cJ3 .;2 f 

Address: 5 Ofti 2 D,e ~ '7YJ /kl- D C , 

Phone number (optional): ---------------~ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style tights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. lhe harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ ~_/z____,( ,r-/ ~-----'---

Print Name: 7r 11 ~ flit I (t, v 
Address: s,, a tb ll l.Sf-lv UJ O Y:, 

• 
Phone number (optional}: ".) ( (, ' ;:z 1 (., -~ o/ S- ( 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey SOnnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCa rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements'' that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

Toe EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ (p __ Ju_!_·-z,_l __ _ 
(Signature 
Print Name: _K;_._e...,__r..;c..r_Yf+--'-1_!)_.___; }:.....:./~-f,_V _______ _ 

Address: Sil?{ Hr> lb tfe _ _( l t{) r-=> 

Phone number (optional): __ '/_l_l,_-_2_(_(,_-_b_o/_S_J ___ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heritage Ca rsonCreek:@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other «improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of ss~ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immedlately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 

(Signature) \ \\. 

Print Name: Sh Q b (e~ Y"\ U \ h \ 
\ 

Address: 4-¼"""-"'"""'I _(}..,__,,,c,¥..._· ....,\ ... e---...cr:i'""'c_· l'-'01"-'--~ ..... ~:_.\ ______ _ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL OORAOO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Ncompetitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Himprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permltted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quallty, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvementsn that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar.Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family, We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

{Si_g~ C / 'LL ~-
Date: _&>, ...... J_'l_<f /'-----2-_j __ _ 

Print Name. _afflj u.J.QJTI 

Address: 72,zq tsaeunfo flae:e. I &L Corado l/,'11'2 u9 
Phonenumber{optional): _______________ t:/S?C,z_ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.co m 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a #competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

( 

Address: 

Phone number (optional}: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also, 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: ___,0 /l"--'1_~/_:y ___ · __ _ 
(Signature) · 

Print Name: _C_-4t_'L_...;..;:_,_;;-C:;;.;..· f--_( <-------------
Address: 1J-'flj 5'°'"jv"-- f-o ,J( 9,rJCL 

' 
Phone number {optlonal): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tign Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

· HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge vour aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 
park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: (ti - I 1.-/ - ;;;._ l 
(Signature) .-:-J - 1 

Print Name: 80.J btJ....r6< h cJe.. f e__ 

Address: JJ... C/9 ,£Cifjd&Kfo fJ l · 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armanda Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvemeots" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tign Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERI 

Members, Board of Directors e 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

'ILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
.ilUNlTY 
fill&Qm 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

comple>< park" that includes SO-foot stadium--style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic1 theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association Is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. 0ue to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55-+- protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the . 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: ---'&'-+/4 ..... 1.....,f !""""J-._"' _J __ _ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ---~__,/~1_7_/ _2-.---'-( __ _ 

(Signature) 
Print Name: __ fn_,_~_E __ fh_t_~ ___ A-"'1 ________ _ 

Address: 2,_q3S- Cc.~ (.1 J?.S O c\ ', ' El Dor&hf.-h/lJ I (f-'i . 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "Improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _G_· /_l_}_/z_o_2_i __ _ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: _W, ____ .,_.._L;;;...;;-'-(,.__8 ............ 1='-.... k:..,,..\-:M......._.4._.,bKE.'-'. ~---R ________ _ 

> 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

* 1a, tlYkchal;.Jtr-6tJJ1al ktkr 
Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executi'lles 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you wtll honor your core company values of .. quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

{Signature) , -D 
PrintName: /1.e/en r,... 11/ll.lk.er ---------------------
Address: 50 / / ( ((. / !j. f'? O &,,.r~le. El !J#"~'/1.t/!6 J1 967(p2... 
Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

,f i&ee.. ~#a.t h,ed.p~~na.l le /fer 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tlg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity» to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~ ~ Date: ____ ?_-_,_-J_._-_·_-z-r __ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: __ <f:' __ Lr_r'f_o_P_~ __ /<._0_'' _5't_~_-_______ _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): 

I' 
Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gkrard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Arrhando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family, We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) / 

Print Name: Al red f fYlc Gorey 
Address: 'JD 1~ (aJyD:512 C/r-Lle , r , tfDJ/ 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~ ~ 1 1,d Date: _CP_--=-(=,;t_-_..,_.rz1p..t..i::c-=._._I __ 
(Signature} ~ . ··~ /' 

Print Name: /?C>sEffiAfef Nt;;d_,;:5e;l'-I 

Address: :3o :3? (!AL V p 5/2 C,i R/C, L /.::-

Phone number (optional): (1tiJ - Ale CJ .... ,S:i:9 ~5 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gma ii .com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a #competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Herltage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of fulf disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, _..., /J j 

~ Date: __ 6. ____ :, /_'1--.~-~~'J----"-) __ 
(Signature) /V Al ~~0/(_-4 2 

~ -;., -z£' v/---~ v ./) ~ ! Print Name: __ ~ ____ .,.,.c:. __________ '/V_1 _________ t..;. ___ _ 

Address: "3 '7 / £ ~~-veO: ~ 
Phonenumber(optional): 'f'/tf!!1cJ:::?· 6/6 7 

I 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "lig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand nam~ while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 

(Signature) / ~ 
Print Name: _--'-/1___,.__.1 __ ~_V\....._'4-.._fTt-· _/_-_Y'7t:..._. ____ V...._'/_, __ ) __ _ 

Address: c:P·r, 3 ~§,,,,es w G rLe ~ 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution fgnores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to ftt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

/i ~'----, r 

-~y~~lv~~ Date:_(_~ _·-_/_]_-_o ___ / __ 
(Signature) ~ ~ _ , 
Print Name: 0\}...c::;..a_'\'\. ~\J l 'S 

Address: ~ 61 \ ~ C,o..l4~,.b U\ 'f" clv 
Phone number (optional}: ~ ( ~ ~~ L!cs - ~ ~- 7 ~--

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dea1r Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

RECEIVED 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex parkn that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 
Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 
park is developed to frt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, ·' · ; 1..-) I )_ 
_____ .. --=· =--J· ...... · ......... _._----· --'-C._/_· _____ Date: __ b-+1--'.r J'-----,7,__2._l'--=---)..-J __ _ 

? / 
(Signature) ,,., . . 

Print Name: {)~C-t'- J- (_ .'h vx. tc-. 
Address: 1ot, C,,., Iv .J,r a C ,._ 
Phone number (optional):T' ----------------
Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller1 Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33\72 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Pane developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ______...C/2 ____ . -~-•/;/ ___ _ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUN ITV 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few Feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parkH that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet awav. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _d_3_---_J....;;;u.,....J2...~;::;;..._~_0_d-_..:;I_ 
(Signature) 

Print Name: AN~ ~ L-A H A '1 

Address: 3 0 5 4- Cv~ L.:] P ..SO C I R. C...l.-~ 
I 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senfor Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements'' that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of /iquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

7 
Date: __ 4,_,_) L_~_J_t.-_o_), _( _ 

{Signature) n LJ 
Print Name: __ it.,__t-\.....l..<IW\.---'~P(S'--__ 1'-_·_T'"--A➔'f-----

---Jo_9i __ ~_c;_?[ P ___ »_t_, 1'._~_t..6_1,__l_J ____ 1)~_. ,tL.CLQ...5 c.-t4 15~ 'l, Address: 

Phone number (optional): 9:(>i {pf 1- (,>1-"it 3: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Hquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Sig~ 
Print Name: /!"EAL /~Jfl .SIL 

Date: _'5_~<--,:z-.~_2-.:..~/ __ _ /c;z 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55-t senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community .. Please immedia_tely intervene on behalf ofyour EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ 6_-_2_3.;;.._-_2---'( __ _ 
(Signature) 4 
Print Name: __ Q ........ 1/ ___ 1,_{,_,>-_~~---~-------
Address: _...,..d....,q ___ ().....,"t: ____ ut ....... - ""-'Jy ...... f-"-f' ...... 1 ____ G ..... ·--=rc.__f.c ____ £ __ "1 ___ DrlrAv o /I, I f.c 
Phone number (optional): '/ /(,, - 2-/ tf-7 (, 31 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ur,g" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmall.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quit'!t community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 5S+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to frt: within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

V I 

(Signature) 

Print Name: __ 1· .... xw ....... _\._\._.\_.,.5?_G ___ r1_~....o...aai!'A-----------

Address; 

Phone number !optional): _~_,_l._· :4.....,.",._> _. ~-'---------------

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrlll W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior £xecutl~s, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-stvle lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Pari< developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet awa.y. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Hquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Print Name: <{ ~ \a::::~ b, l..,,c; (L. ~ 
Address: ez-z 2 Ml.fr' .v ' Q vk CT 

Date:_£,_.· _/2_-z--'--7~/_z__,I __ _ 
I I 

Phone number (optional): $30 ~· L ) 3 - l :Zryt 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Part. developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members ofthe Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P, McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) -
Print Name: Oefl f]IS 

Address: 

I I 
Date: (/( ;J_ / ..1.. f 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) 

Print Name: _·=s:s--=--e--bu.;e;..:,u_,,CLi.,.-,"""""'"==--...... J--1P-b'-'~',_,_/o.=-L;l~Lit_,_' ---
Address: 

Phone number (optional): 5 :,6 Fj ;to , t:>:J q 'b 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

1 We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a ''competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the tack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding cornmunlty. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ ,_--_I-Z_-.Z_OQ._/ _ 
(Signature) 

Print Name: 1'::i 11 C \ t l £/ore $ 

702 9 e~~roc, Dr. gf 0-vsJcl(', lie 'II~ °I~ 7l::;__; Address: 

Phone number (optional): cr IC, - ao::>-7 !;" t,t J 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other nimprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integritv" to ensure this pubtic 

park is developed to fit within the protected populalion and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: __ h_· -_/-=-Z_-_;)..._0_2--_(_ 
{Signature) ?.,, / . /_,/, 1 / _ 

Print Name: :u;-r--ce L\. ,Rtw-eC 
Address: _1 ____ 0.......__V__,_q_r✓_,_~_tir._D-=U_fl.._/11_~ __ ,-=-f........,l?A"--C~-RA/o.f.l-t lls> {7,4. 15'76;? 
Phone number (optional): _q-4../,__,-~:-~--------'"-f_"/~(;_-_7._tf......_.'1--'--f __ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Heritage Ca rsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The E0H Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Hquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to frt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: -'---''7 /____.-/ 7 ____ l~_-{ __ 
{Signature) 

Address: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. 'TtgH Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior E,cecutives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your c:ore company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:__.{o_/r~/ ½ ........ i_-2A' __ _ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: +-lfL......___L_~ __ £_15"""---£_C_ . .:....,e__· ~_--,e_ _______ _ 

Address: 7tJ 7() f't~ii-ttJ D/2- , 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50--foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements'' that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a verv quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

1.Jfim7t/P ~ Date:_t__.__/; __ £1/4_'Z(}_:J--_/_ 
(Signature) A L / /y,~ --r'.-<,r: /JLJr-,/' ,/ 
Print Name: -=--/Y-,_O_./_ tt. __ (CJ'_<£!_...__'/\,l~-~----------

J059 ti~mo Address: 

Phone number (optionatl: _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven l. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY · 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ¾t/4/ 
(LtPI £) 

Address: r; 9 7 cf: P J 6 Jr} 0 D fl 
I 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wndlife preserve. 

~-·' <Cl \ n I) Date:~--=--~..__. ___ ...,___ ~' ~ - L' )9- I q/ 
(Signature) f. I 'Z. .,,.__ 
Print Name: l Cf /f fC-U/ = U 

Address: d!7J, b YI< />t V J)_ I(_ 
Phone number (optional): _____ r_. _:?_· _o_-___ t_·_. h ____ 7_'_½ ..... cx:.._-)_L( __ / __ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 

-----·----



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats In the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly Involved In the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of uquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~re 
Print Name: LA 8 RY (?. Be)IAJJT 

Address: 70 S:8 Pl SMt> D,!J v'h' 
Phone number (optional): SI O CJ 14- 0 4-4-, 

14 2-0ZL 
] 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located Just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity# to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(~~,;p,I Dat•/A.Lc>tP-, /')"1 2e>2_j 
(Signature) 

PrintName: St/Al<ROb/ I< Bi'YAt..J7 
Address: "2'-'$8 r"I ,S.,1(10 t)Rz vl.-.... 
Phonenumber(optlonal): S/0 919: Oq.. (!) <f 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



Members, Board of Directors and senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33112 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park'' that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife presen,e 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcomi~ we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately inter11ene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date:_~_,-_/_z_ ... _Z,_/ __ 
· ature) /4 /} 

Print Name: ~ ~ S l) l); c,,E._ 

Address:9 7 3 7/,S,.;_; );Q /i.(l:)?42 A 6o /✓ I //_r 
Phone number{optional): 7'06,,. ,;Jy'7..-..(iJz_ 

Cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tigu Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf ofvour EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ """ ___ / ft.._.__3 __ /~ ...... c-....J __ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: __ 3:::a...,,"'""'""'-'-'--L.-..;-;;......:,O-,..,;;q:aaa+k,_._...a..:_.e,_.., _______ _ 

Address: G SY 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amv Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

u 
/ 

Date:_(;. ....... / __ { ___ 7_/ >___.__f __ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: _~_)_i-----'-aj._t:2_/)_~_I __ _ 
(Signature) /2i j 
PrintNa"l8~»m~ CVSSlll }(,,_,. J>. /jw1e1I 
Address: ,, £9 {},../A/utlA 1;1U/ I 12.d.,.,,/, MM, a 'f ~2.-

Phone number (optional): S'",!f) -'il'1 ·S'Z.f'l 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Himprovements" that negatively 
impact us as residents, This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _6_/_(_7._~_bW_M __ 
{Signature) C) 

Print Name: EV P.. t-J\. -~c..,...._ (l ~ L 

Address: lO bl Ca.....* c;, "(..'/\....Q.. CJ I...-{ 
) 

Phone n1,1mber (optional): (C\. l G) ~ rz 7 - 2-l <1.. '2_. 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ '7_-__ l ...... r_-_2,~( __ 
(Signature} -~ . 
Print Name: la V\E'..,. s e,V\ 0 Z.,« Y'-

Address: CfqL_;,- C.'1.±~ { i ~ a. W a.y 
Phone number (optional): ( 5b~) 25" 3 - \ Z... 'j S 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dlalogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing SS+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of nquality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ & !_23_/_) _I_ 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Mem~rs of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

lmpact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats In the wildlife preseNe 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 

c,; 
( 



Lennar has built a rnttional reputation for develcpq SS+ protected population communities. We llso 

IN.lnt to help protect vour e.cellent bf and name while we safeguard our own lioma• and the 
s.urroundini community. Please immediate!'; interYene on behalf of your EOH Lennar fMnil'f'. We have 

faith th.t you will honor your core companv v~ues of nqUillity, nlue, and integrity" to ensure this public 
part is cleY@lopl!d to iit within the p.-otected population and adjacent wildlife preserw. 

Date: _e,...,"_/4 ......... , ,.....,,.;;-=0....,.!.2..,..._/_ 

Phone number (optional!: ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller. Amv Banse, Rict Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam. Sherrill W. 
Hudson. Jon Jaffe, Sidney lap,du!>, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera. Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard. Jetf Roos. Gree McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VIUAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other ''improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~ft~ Date;_&_·_-/_l/_-_~_I....___ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): 7 d- S - 3 ~ 0 -

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "lig" Gilliam. Sherrill w. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:--~----/t ___ 3~/4~2£e_J _____ _ 
(Signature) 

Print Name: --h ... ~ ... :n...__l--...:-:......a,O ... a:=._±kM ......... =e--· -------
Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety o( 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preseive 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ c_~ __ zo __ - _Zo_"2._/ __ _ 

(Signature} /) ,,,..., .. / f, 
Print Name: ,U"--1....1 i cX. f" · · ~f , _ le_ 

Address: / C>-:2[ f:rcd, "evv-"* ? L., 
1 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "11g" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~oQ 
(Signaure) "-:2 . ~ 
Print Name: '<:::::::, K.. \ 'P--\..J ~ \ ~U,::i O L ~ 

Date: _4'_/_t ::,_·_]_z_a_-_2-_1 _ 

Address: ,o:r, c~:T~\,...,,QU-\. w~ 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. 1'Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard1 Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your'excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ '3_-_l_\~__,_( _·2._0_Q_\ __ _ 

Address: 
r' 

Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig•'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Ei<:ecutives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parkH that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

wantto help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signal~ 

Print Name: T ~.., P ./1,,U,s.lVIL ,A 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): __ -Je'._.__ ___________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Ncompetitlve sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name: :JAIJcT C!T2c L

Address: (Ats &IN} d)y• 
Phone number (optional): ~l' · fA,f"/. 5{.·cfl: 

Date: /,r (@;-. I 
> 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami. Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full discrosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: --'-""fo~/is~bo-=:....=...-QJ_ 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: -~-/~;f---r-l_ol-_/ _ 
rl 

Print Name: _..._ _______ ......_....._ __ 0-=-_·-~ ____ S_/71 __ ,.,_,,J _______ _ 

Address: HS/>1.o '7&.. f=L .<:Jo~o t-/-rCL-J; C!A 
Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Pane developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name: JJJHtil F mE:A- oe-
Address: 5 7-5"5 Av,Ha J...oor, cL Diw11b tt,'LL£, CP-s 1.S76"2 

Phone number (optional): j 15: - G X l -762~ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron l. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, l<ay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritagecarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has bullt a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 
/" _., .. ., 

Date:_&?~)_(_~ l"--_c_) ___ _ 
rt (Signat ~ / 

1 

Print Name: _ ........ /_t_tJ ____ t.._/f=---'11(_---'-J_0_J1/ ____ ---,,,..,. __ _ 

Address: SF t f: 40:V? {_c9;? 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNllY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmall .com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of califomia 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ___ G; ___ /4 ..... "t: .... /; ..... 2_._/ __ _ 

(Signature) 

Print Name: 0 :'Gp f" A'Jeo ,) e 
Address: s:zrr AvilQ. L..c>ul'2 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill w. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a verv quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_,_p_'l_~+-/_.'.2.._f ___ _ 

~~~~~~:!:- ~IC#AJ(JJ S# /(l/~ J...151+ 
Address: S'9 ::3 j- A.Vil-A l-()t.Jf' o/f7~;i.,_ 

Phone number (optional}: Cflt w lo 7 3- ?7 f G, 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior E:,cecutives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This publie Park devefoped by Lennar- on beh-atf of a •ocal agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: ?--/"3 -·2 t 
{Signature) 

Print Name: s< d ff A ,v 12 u S"a 11/ 
' 

Address: Sy'£ 3 /µ,, it... A (.., 0 0 f' 

Phone number (optional): f 2...J -.2.. f4 .. -· ?7&·7 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmaiJ.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue · 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as res~ts. This publk P.ark developed- by le,,.n.tr on beha-~f of a- loea~ iJ!el'tCY is Surt'O'tJnde<t 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and fighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We arso 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _?_~_1_]_ ... _2-"""/ ____ _ 

(Signature~ 

Print Name: De k'. b.'11 AA-;' VF /2 s·o,1! 

Address: £FY J 4 ,,/; {fl L ~~ (? 

Phone number (optional): fU: 2 ,r·c; 694£: 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communitfes. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: __ b_l_\~_f "2_0_~_2._\ __ 

(Signature) C _ r..._ 
Print Name: ,- 'I e....~ ~ ~ · \"'<..~ ~ ~-: 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and_ 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of ;,quality, value, and integrity,.. to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: 6-17-2.Pl-/ 

Address: £. ?J H 
Phone number (optional): ----+-~=---""---""~----

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



Members. Board of Oirecton and Senior hecutiws 
Lennar Corpor iltion 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Fkinda 33172 

Dear Honor.able Member.s of the Board of Directon and Seniol' E)(ecutives, 

We urge vour qg,essive Ktion to miticate the construction and operation of a ~,ompetitiYe sports 
comple• pill'k.~ that includes SO-foot .st.adium-style lighti and other "improvements~ that neratiwlv 

impact u:s u rnidenti. This public Pm developed by Lfflnar oo behalf of a local apncy is surl'O\lnded 
b-, Lennar Keritate homes in a ve.ry quiet community .seuinc. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, thett, vagrancy, and lightir,g/noise pollution tgnores the health and safety of 5S• seniof residents.. 

We are also concerned about the impKU on the endancered 5Pecies habitats in the wildlife preM!tve 

located ju,t a few feet tll'll'lfof. 

The EDH Herita,e Home Owners A$-sociation Is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

reprtSentatives, who are i!lso directly involved in the public park's coosl:Juction. Open and 
compre!Mmsive dialogue has not been permi1ted. Efforts to addren the tacit of foll disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency ls surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure thls public 
park is developed to frt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_?_ -_/_7_•-_d-._} __ 
J 

(Signature) J /r . ~-~ . 
Print Name: f,.J rf~t-:= ~►\ 

~ss=-z4v11/tL LGoP ~ff--Address: 

Phone number (optional): __ q-+-J-+{2_-_. __.3...__,_tJ_7_--_.S_-_-S_z;;....,% ___ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex parkN that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. _ 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of uqualitv, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

!? - /7 - Ll Date: __ (t:.,.. _________ _ 

(Signature) 

Print Name: --'-·A-..... M___..,,~"---"',<_t_~_~..;;...._--------
Address: C: f S'S' A"", /4 L 1:)1&>~ 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of callfornia 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that vou will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

{Signature) t7 j {) - , j_ 
Print Name: c)OL4'lal,1'4 /"<{24 5lrie/4. 

Date: ____,fz~f1"""'-3~/ ~.....__l _ 
J I 

Address: ( I 16 urh (c'n a uJa,v{c 
Phone number (optional): ___________ d _____ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tlg" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sldney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
Her.itageCarsonCreek~gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a ''competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:-~-· /_I L ____ /_~_:-\Z._· _) __ 

Address: (O?'b C',,,,~1NL ~ €.'t::,,4-\. ~2-
Phone number (optional): 'ti b bol~~ !> 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig» Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a ucompetitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvementsH that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your E0H Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

'· fj(/1 L /I~' i~tk Date~ ftJ-/J, -4._ { ~~A ' Q _ __.~__.__._. ____ ~---

PrintName: I 1 ®_l ~OJt<!..l, . _ _ 
Address: ,A~ ?1~mCJ b( E-~~t 
Phone number (optional): ( L.k)g') ,gd{ 3 -<g 1 L\1 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VlllAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatlvely 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ ,_-_I.Z_ .... _2._a:2_/_ 
(Signature) 

Print Name: -~~{~L\._C_.1_'--+\_f ........ /ri ..... ~re~S~---------

702 9 P1"~ror) Dr. P:l !11'bcfc1 H-( \/le;. °Is; 7l:2..J Address: 

Phone number (optional): C/ ;c, - ;;;,.02-7 r-t£ J 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Soard of Oirectors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members ofthe Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes 50-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatlvely 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected populalion and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Date: _ __:h~· -..!-/-!:Cz:::_..___;:,_;)_._0..,;;_2-__;,(_ 

(Signature) -;J,,., I L/ , I 

Address: 

Print Name: u-r--ce L\ t/ZCAJrlet:... 
_.....1-""-t>--=-v--=-q_71....:.........., §:_fttc.=_D--=7J=---ll.,..:,_/11__;:;;~---1-1 -=-f:...!a:.,...t!A=-=~::_::....12~01-f-t l( :5"; t A · 15 7 6:? 

Phone number (optional): _q_.__,_/ IJ;=:....."1_-__;_f_j,o.._r;:_6_-_7...._._Lf_.t:-J~f __ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 









CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency ls surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values or "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNl1Y 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmaii.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nq uality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

{Signature) , / 

Print Name: __ -4r\J-J._ ';:,...L=..;:~::;;,:,!-,p.._,_e~_..w:;,__;_....;:....,~-=-~;:;._;c4-__ _ 

Address: Dt6 "Pt S >--1. t;:. . 1 S·7C:..2-----'--=--;;;;.-........ _ __,;;...:..-=--....... --1-___;:::;..ii:::;;::i:;_.i. __ 

Phone number (optional): __ (__~_l_.,.~.....,0.,... .... .J-C_X:...,;'c-' _-_cl_"_l_q_.g ____ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''TigN Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jan Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a verv quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __.fo.,,,_/r....:...-1 ½'-'-~-µ __ _ 
(Signature) 
Print Name: _,_&-: __ L_t;/,.) __ £_(5 _____ ~_-C_._~_G_;L _______ _ 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements'' that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _t~/1_'1 IJ_,iUJ_7-_/_ 
(Signature) All f16-1"tr /}//r)<~ 
Print Name: -=---___ /_ t_t'i_l£!_.._N-'-__________ _ 

1059 J?J~mo Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. NTig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "'quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 
park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

D~e: ¾tA/ 
{Lp])/ £) 

Address: t 1 7 tf Pl 6 rrJ IJ l) fc,, • 
Phone number {optlonal): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. ''Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of vour EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

22. ~~j~MJlJ 
(Signature) ~- / ;;; )--

Print Name: ~Cf ,RIC, ;'1 = IJ 

( 

Date: ---=-l_1 
____._} ____ ·9-_,_c..-\__,~ /'--

Address: d~lb If C /Jt V J), ~ 
Phone number (optional): __ r ...... _z_: o_-_ .... t.._·· __ /~ ____ ' --'-¼_(X..._)_L __ (.._I __ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 

----·---



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 
700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancv, and lighting/noise poHution Ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats In the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EOH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of uquallty, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Print Name: l. ,SR RY ((. Bt?.}'AtJT 

Address: 70 s:a Pl SM(> DKI v'l; 

Phone number (optional): 5 IO ~ I 4: 0 4-4-, 

Date:~ 14 2-0l,l 
J 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

we urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

( ~ Date/~c 1<;1 2&2..J 
{Signatu;; 

PrintName: S/tARRON I< BPYAN7 
Address: -2?'.S-8 )>; S cl~ f) le l t/ I::'"' 
Phone number (optional): SLO 9 11: 04 (!) 't 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date:_(b_.-_/_2_-_ ... _Z_/ __ 
i ature) /4 J2 · 

Print Name: ~ ,£ S D Zr;;( CJt 
Address:913 i{~ h/2... £f6-aRA0o /./-)//_£' 
Phone number (optional): ~ 6 'd Y 7,... .J'/J-z_ 

Cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gma ii .com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILlAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of uquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: __ ...,_,,-·L...11t__.3....._/4-=:U£,=-----J __ 

(Signature) 
Print Name: __ 1:)a.....,."""'Y\_,.__ __ L-"---0---.o: .... ~_.__=-e. .... , ______ _ 
Address: 

Phone number (optionalJ: _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife prese!"Ve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the tack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

lu I 

Date:-~..._./ ___ ( __ 7_/d-___.____( __ 

Print Name: +-.i--;...~....:...:::;...!..~:;;;...;;=::....._.....;;:::;..:... _____ -4-___ _ 

~f-(-- qs7~2____.; I 

Address: ,/ 7 0 IS -:PIS 4 C:, ~ 
Phone number (optional): l q l ~) ;x:c, ,... q jq ~ 

/ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gm ail .com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

----r 
Date: _6---J/.__/_6+/_z_/ ___ _ , , 

(Signature) 
Print Name: __ £ ___ ti_B_· £_-_£_'T __ E __ L_,a_'-'_.i2._c_-...v_·r_Y _______ _ 

7t',s~ /:~ ll 7tOI!: Address: 
J 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS tl DOAAOO HIUS HERITAGE VIUAGE 
A lENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
H!!rity.eCarsonCrcek@cmail.com 

Membl!fs. 9oillrd of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corti0ration 

700 P4W 107 Avenue 
Mlillmi. Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Boillrd of Directors and S1miot ExecutiYH, 

We urce your ill1Cressh111 action to mitlpte the con!.truction ind operation of ■ ucompetitive sports 

complex pa~ that indudes SO·foot sud1um-5tyM! lights and other •improvements" that negatively 

Impact us as residents. This pubic Pad! developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lenn•r Heritace homes in a wry quiet community .setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theh, vigrancy, and lightinafnoise pollution ignores the he;aith and safety of 55• senior resld~s. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endaneered speciei habitm in the witdlife pn!serve 

located just a '- feel away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Ownen ksoc:iation is controtl-ed by Lennar Homes of California 

repre~ntatives, who all? also dirt!Ctly involYed in the public ~rk's construction. Opl!!n and 
comprenensi,i@ dialotue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the IKk of full disclosure hilve not 

been allowed. Due to this failurt to be forthcomi,c, - must now tum to yot.1. 

Lennar hi1s built ii natlonal reputation for drtelo¢n& 55+ protected populatkln cornmunitit!s. We ;al!.O 

want to help protect VDIK excellent brand n;ame while we safel\lilrd our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Plea~ immediately intl!ffflle on behalf of yo1.1r EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will hon« your core company values of •quality, valu@, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developll!d to fit within the protected population ind adjKent wildlif@ prMerve. 

Addren: f/ 
Phone nlimber(optional); CJtt ·- 7£-=J ·- 7,£-f t/ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Arny Banse, Rlc:k Beckwttt, Steven L Gerard, Theron l. "Tlg .. Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Skln@v Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Artnando Olivera. Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kav 
Howard. Jeff Roos. Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 5S+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~~ t~ b-2-3-21 
(Signature) ·~ • LA-£. C . l Date: 

Print Name: 0 tl (a.. ., /V O L/4+k 
f.t;'(/ 7 / f::>)3/VIO 'PR , Address: 

Phone number (optional): 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerltageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitiaate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "Improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes In a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safetv of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signature) 1 I 
Print Name: ___.t\___.N"-N-'-'--"S _ _..;;;L;.;.....;.._n_,__ ..... l;;_,_f<:..;;.N,_,_._F;..... ...... Cs--=------
Address: :-1 D % P,smc Onye ✓ 
Phone number (optional}: __ J.+-.......... l __ .5""_-_--:;, __ ...::,. __ 1,. ... t_::l._-_S...._J ____ ~ ___ 'g' __ 

ec: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwttt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Ttg'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We ur&e your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other Nimprovements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community settlng. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park Is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _'2--_3_';:J-u __ (\)_~_{ 
(Si~nature) Do IJ' A-· LJ [;'' uE=-e ,i I 1--./J 
PnntName: L- .Q f'J Cl'---

Address: 70 4. (t) fl IS f-1.,r) D ~ /;;.t- (J<)t<..A-(J 0 1-4 I '- 1..--_.$ /CA 
Phone number (optional): _4....._.l._5=-___ 3....__.4 ...... 2.._s __ ?_'.s'_e,;;,_ __ 

cc: Stuart MIiier, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwltt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig'' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 
Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 
complex parkN that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 
impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 
by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 
traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 
located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 
representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 
comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 
want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 
faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 
park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

,,, ) ..... -, I 
Date: __ (_i_--_,_ .. _.:;_ ___ ~_·-_-_"::_, ____ _ 

(Signature) 
Print Name: -✓-'--~--.... -.:.:...11 t\...;_r')_.l~-¢ .... .:.:·;..;.1_,.L,,_1t._' -_-_.,_1-_,_1 _____ .... (_·-J __ ,._1 ..... ,_.__1.;_;T_-_, ____ _ 

Address: 
(}' I O·· '/ c:Jx:j Phone number (optional): __ 1 ... l .... ~ .... 2--_-,...Y_L..._-1+, _--_,_;__._~~a..,./..,_ ___ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HerftagecarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetitlve sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other #improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of california 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of fuH disdosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

f (((22~ fcbz w {)': ~ Date: G, -2.. S ~2_ 0 2 I 
(Signature) (-/ 
Print Name: ELL .A H· ORW AT- H 
Address: G 9 tq 3 P \ 5 ~ 0 DJ? · 
Phone number (optional): Q ( l,- 1-lf q '- 9-(1 <g· 3 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-stvf e lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of ful I disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

, r::~ ~. · A{ Date:_~_/4=--;f' /._..?._cJ--.a..~-
(Signature) /} ~ . ' 7 

Print Name: c;, 111(0,{ E tZAute£AIT Y 
fi ~ /l.7 

Address: 7t? So tr.,,L~ ,at/) 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. 11Tig11 Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Beard of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved In the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack offull disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _f.9----+-f~{ Z'J=+-'?,-'------+-1--

Address: 

Phone number (optional): ________________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/nofse pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of ''quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Address: 

Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller1 Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes fn a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and fighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EOH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lade of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nquallty, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Address: 

Phone number {optional): _______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of S5-t- senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the Impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this fallure to be forthcoming, we must now tum to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 5S+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately Intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity'' to ensure this public 

park is de\leloped to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(sinawre1 i -~- A 
Print Name: . )1)£ J u)£/V l MG I= 

<> 

Date: b- /<J-.J I 

Address: 6 21 / ~ « £k+~ 
Phone number (opti~nal): Cf/6- ,} I 1- c.L70,;L,, 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIOENTS EL DORADO HIUS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executi\les, 

We orge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Ncompetitive sports 
complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and llghting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing S5+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Nqualtty, value, and integrity" ta ensurethis public 

park is developed to flt within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

t?!/:;:,rdg( '8-t .. ~J.\.J 
Address: {p q J d Pt ( .-rt ~ r -
Phone number (optional): ______________ _ 

Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill w. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 
Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 

HeritageCarsoncreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 
Miami, Florida 3~172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency Is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected populatlon and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
(Signature) ~ .. • /I i {{ 
Print Name: __.--1..)e ...... · _fl_l\_l_5_t.. __ L_d ...... r"'_p ..... .t:l_~__._... ___ _ 

Address: b<f53 Pi)µ() 1r 
Phone number (optional): _______________ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig1' Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS EL DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members o1 the Soard of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a Hcompetitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvementsn that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Parle developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of Hquality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _t"'--+-( ........ 1_7_}_~=0..___,_~=--/'-
I 

(~nature) 
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Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 

Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsoncreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives, 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvements" that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet community setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 

We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The £DH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 

been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 

surrounding community. Please immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of "quality, value, and integrity" to ensure this public 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

Date: _U>_· _-.._1 ..... a_-_2_d_2_· ~( __ 
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Cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. "Tig" Gilliam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 



CONCERNED RESIDENTS El DORADO HILLS HERITAGE VILLAGE 
A LENNAR HOMES COMMUNITY 
HeritageCarsonCreek@gmail.com 

Members, Board of Directors and Senior Executives 

Lennar Corporation 

700 NW 107 Avenue 

Miami, Florida 33172 

Dear Honorable Members of the Board of Directors and Senior Executives., 

We urge your aggressive action to mitigate the construction and operation of a "competitive sports 

complex park" that includes SO-foot stadium-style lights and other "improvementsn that negatively 

impact us as residents. This public Park developed by Lennar on behalf of a local agency is surrounded 

by Lennar Heritage homes in a very quiet communlty setting. The harmful effects of extended hours, 

traffic, theft, vagrancy, and lighting/noise pollution ignores the health and safety of 55+ senior residents. 
We are also concerned about the impacts on the endangered species habitats in the wildlife preserve 

located just a few feet away. 

The EDH Heritage Home Owners Association is controlled by Lennar Homes of California 

representatives, who are also directly Involved in the public park's construction. Open and 

comprehensive dialogue has not been permitted. Efforts to address the lack of full disclosure have not 
been allowed. Due to this failure to be forthcoming, we must now turn to you. 

Lennar has built a national reputation for developing 55+ protected population communities. We also 

want to help protect your excellent brand name while we safeguard our own homes and the 
surrounding community. Please Immediately intervene on behalf of your EDH Lennar family. We have 

faith that you will honor your core company values of ''quality, value, and Integrity" to ensure this pubUc 

park is developed to fit within the protected population and adjacent wildlife preserve. 

Sincerely, 

(Signat;j 
Print Name: ·,:r <?:fl b,'(\ f_ d\<.l Ve,.. ""2-

Date: ---""fo_-__ 1_!5_--_3_D_~_I __ 

Address: 703q P~sWtO \)/' · 
Phone number (optional): ___ $t_l, __ ;?.. ___ ·7___,,1,>=...___.ll ..... !r~'l3=· ____ _ 

cc: Stuart Miller, Amy Banse, Rick Beckwitt, Steven L. Gerard, Theron I. uTig" GIiiiam, Sherrill W. 
Hudson, Jon Jaffe, Sidney Lapidus, Teri P. McClure, Armando Olivera, Jeffrey Sonnenfeld, Kay 

Howard, Jeff Roos, Greg McGuff 




